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Department of Recreation and
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Champaign, Illinois 61820
Dear Dr. Bannon:
For your consideration, I am pleased to submit the 1973-74 Annual
Report of the Office of Recreation and Park Resources. From this
report, you should obtain an indication of the activities in which
this office participated during the past year.
As this report states, the Office of Recreation and Park Resources
became Involved in a number of projects that continued to diversify
its operation and increase its services to the citizens of Illinois.
The ORPR staff team is a dedicated, hard-working group, V7orking
individually and as a group to bring about the results stated in
this report.
I appreciate the continued support received from the Cooperative
Extension Service and especially Dr. H. J. Schweitzer, Dr. M. S.
Williams, and Dr. J. B. Claar.
Sincerely,
Elmo B. Meroney Q
Acting Chief
EBM:cd
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INTRODUCTION
In September, 1969, approval was given for the merger
of the Field Service of the Department of Recreation and Park
Administration in the College of Physical Education with the
Rural Recreation Section of the Cooperative Extension Service
in the College of Agriculture. The merged unit is called the
Office of Recreation and Park Resources. The primary purpose
of the office is to assist county Extension advisers in conducting
educational programs in their respective counties; to provide
consultant services to governmental and private agencies that
Involve unique problems in parks and recreation; to strengthen
the University's teaching efforts; and to provide a laboratory
for carrying out a sound recreation and park research program.
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources operates
through four recreation resource divisions: outdoor, therapeutic,
community, and personnel development.
The Outdoor Recreation Resource Development Section,
through consultation and research projects, deals primarily in
planning, organization, and administration of county and regional
park systems such as Conservation Districts, Forest Preserve
Districts, and River Conservancy Districts. This section also
secures, prepares, and disseminates educational materials as
they relate to outdoor recreation resources. It also concerns
Itself with cooperation among the various state and federal
agencies involved in outdoor recreation. These agencies include
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the Department of Interior,
U.S. Department of Agriculture and state agencies such as the
State Department of Conservation and the Department of Business
and Economic Development.

The Personnel Development Section concerns Itself with
providing Information and educational materials to professional
and lay personnel in recreation and parks. It Is responsible
also for the examination of program techniques and the solutions
to problems that relate to the conduct of recreation and park
programs. Personnel of this section collect, prepare, and
disseminate information and materials relating to new leadership
development, thus enabling recreation and parks groups to provide
a more effective service.
The Community Recreation Resources Development Section
Is responsible for consultation and research dealing with recreation
and park problems affecting urban and suburban communities. It
attempts to develop evaluative criteria needed in the planning
and organizing of park districts and municipal departments of
recreation and/or parks. Personnel of this section assist
recreation and park authorities in increasing services to their
communities.
The Therapeutic Recreation Resources Section engages in
management consultation for Illinois Handicapped Services. It is
involved in workshops on agency appraisals and Institute planning.
Personnel of this section are available to help plan and establish
programs in the area of therapeutic recreation.
The new Office of Recreation and Park Resources facili-
tates many cooperative relationships both ^Jitliin the University
and with other institutions. For example, a major source of
assistance to the Office is the contact with the county extension
advisers. At present, there are over three hundred and fifty
advisers assigned throughout the state. Their knowledge of local
11

conditions and their influence in the community is valuable to the
ORPR staff. Efforts also are made to strengthen further the
relationship between ORPR and the Illinois Association of Park
Districts and the Illinois Park and Recreation Society. Other
cooperative relationships include the Departnent of Business
and Economic Development, Department of Conservation, Illinois
Youth Conmission, State Recreation Council, and Department of
Local Government Affairs. Of course, as the Office of Recreation
and Park Resources expands its service, other important relation-
ships will be developed.
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources is a
concerted effort on the part of the University of Illinois to
provide the bast possible recreation and park service to the
citizens of Illinois. This new unit puts Illinois in the fore-
front in providing public service in parks and recreation.
In a report submitted by the Office of the Vice President
to the President of the University of Illinois, the following quote
was made regarding the University's role in providing public service:
"The University should renew and extend its commitment to public
service as a major responsibility so vital and so organically
linked to teaching and research that its absence is unthinkable
and the question of priority is Irrelevant." This statement
reflects the University's commitment for its future role. The
staff of the Office of Recreation and Park Resources will continue
to make every effort to see that this commitment is realized.
Ill
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ANNUAL REPORT SUMMARY
The following Annual Report will cover the period from
July 1, 1973 through and including June 30, 1974.
Prior to beginning operations in September, 1973, the
staff participated in identifying and establishing their goals.
The following is a brief description and a progress report con-
cerning these goals.
This sunmary is prepared in accordance with the SEMIS
reporting system of the Cooperative Extension Service. All goals
relate to the prime purpose. Number 74—SEMIS, namely improving the
operational effectiveness of both private and public recreation,
wildlife and/or natural beauty enterprises.
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COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPTffiNT
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources assisted the
conntunitle& throughout the state concerning recreation and park
program development. (A complete list of all Office of Recreation
and Park Resources consulting involvements appear on page 38.
COI^MUNITY EDUCATION WORKSECP, "A TDIS FOR SHARING"
The Coummnity Recrr.aftion Specialist worked with several
other Chaapaign-Urbana agency representatives in planning a local
community education workshop for March, 1974. The three-fold purpose
of the vjorkshop was to lock at existing cooperative ventures in the
corETunity, find out what other conmunitles are doing In this regard,
and discuss ways and means of Improving ccmmunity education in
Champaign-Urbana. Both local and outside resource leaders aided in
the conduct of the workshop, which was attended by about 100 agency
employees, educators, parent-teacher representatives, and other
citizens. As a result of this successful all-day workshop, a
steering committee was formed to further explore and recommend
future specific areas of action. Likely starting points are
formation of a community coordinating council, expansion of the
community school program in each neighborhood, and exploration of
additional legislation and funding to aid local programs.
COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL STUDY
Since the Office of Recreation and Park Resources often
receives requests concerning planning, financing, constructing, and
operating swimming pools, the Community Recreation Specialist and
his graduate assistant conducted a survey of 26 selected Illinois
communities in early 1974. Aimed at municipalities or park districts
under 15,000 population, the survey instrument contained some 31
questions regarding the above concerns. Communities ranged in
geographical location from Metropolis on the south to Harvard and
Woodstock on the north, and in size from Hennepin (population 600)
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to Morton and Oswegoland Park Districts (population 15,000 each).
The survey findings were tabulated, suomarized , and printed in an
ORPR publication entitled A Survey of Selected Swln^minR Pools In
Illinois .
MULTI-COUKTY COMIUNITY RECREATION WORKSHOP
In April, 1974, the Personnel Development Specialist and
Community Recreation Specialist cooperated with the Cooperative
Extension Service District 10 Community Resource Development Adviser
In planning and carrying out a Multi-County Community Recieation
Workshop In West Vienna, Illinois. About 60 participants, ranging
from poverty-area residents to social welfare agency staff and
executive personnel attended the evening workshop. The purposes
of the workshop Included providing information on initiation or
improvement of local recreation programs and allowing participants
to apply problem-solving techniques to specific concerns they were
experiencing. Discussion topics Included program planning, avail-
able resources, brainstorming, mobile recreation, community schools,
and information on organizing a wide range of recreation programs.
REVENUE SHARING STTJDY
In answer to numerous requests for Information on revenue
sharing, the Personnel Development and Community Recreation Specialists,
along with a graduate assistant, conducted a survey of all Illinois
municipal park and recreation agencies and park districts. A short
questionnaire was devised which inquired about the community's size,
whether or not revenue sharing funds were requested and/or received,
from what governmental unit funds were received (if any) , in what
major ways funds were spent for parks and recreation, and whether
or not funds would be requested In 197A. The results, including
a number of illustrative graphs and charts, were published in
booklet form by ORPR, and an article highlighting the study results
was prepared for Illinois Parks and Recreation Magazine .
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SOFTBALL OFFICIALS' CLINIC
The Community Recreation Specialist cooperated with the
Community Resource Development Adviser, Cooperative Extension
Service District 10, in organizing, promoting, and carrying out a
Softball officials' clinic. The clinic idea originated with a
request from the Harrisburg Park District and culminating with a
Saturday afternoon session which attracted some 15 people in the
latter part of April, 1974. The Director of the Granite City Park
District and his Softball supervisor, both Amateur Softball
Association officials, conducted the clinic in Harrisburg. The
Community Recreation Specialist contacted the resource leaders,
designed and mailed a promotional flyer to many southern Illinois
park and recreation agencies, and coordinated planning through the
Resource Development Adviser's office. It was felt by all concerned
that the rather modest success of this initial effort will lead to
greater acceptance of such a service in the future.
CAMPING WORKSHOP
A family camping program and a workshop for the Home
Economics Council of LaSalle County was held in Ottawa on April 11.
This workshop was designed to provide the Council members with
printed and oral information to take back to their clubs.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS RESERVOIR RESEARCH
A special research project on "An Awareness Program of
Opportunities for Private Recreation Enterprises around the Central
Illinois Water Reservoirs" was begun. The project was not fully
funded and will not be completed during the current fiscal year.
The objective of the project is to develop an educational program
to create an awareness of the significant opportunities available
around these reservoirs for related recreational enterprises.
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STUDY OF FEES AND CHARGES FOR ILLINOIS CAMPGROUNDS
A study was completed at federal, state, county, and
private campgrounds in Illinois to determine fee structures,
facilities available, trends in charges made, and services provided.
USE OF COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS IN ILLINOIS
A study was completed on county fairgrounds through-
out the state to determine the size and physical nature, the
facilities available, and the type and extent of use currently
being made of these areas. The study also points out examples
where there are cooperative agreements with other agencies for use
of fairgrounds.
ORPR BROCHURES
Completed brochure ORPR-26, "Guidelines for Selecting
Park and Recreation Consultants," a list of professional firms in
parks and recreation. Revised ORPR-9, "Cost Ranges for Facility
Development in Private Campgrounds." Revised ORPR-27, "Guide for
Assessing Recreational Possibilities on Private Land."
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
This project was transferred to ORPR in July, 1973, on a
provisional basis and functioned under the supervision of the
Outdoor Recreation Specialist. ERES is an instructional resource
unit with special interests and capabilities in environmental and
outdoor education. The staff of ERES, through Cooperative Extension
Service channels, was involved in a number of workshops on environ-
mental education at Western Illinois 4-H Camp and in Individual
counties. Through environmental consultations with park districts,
as well as county and state agencies, the project received exposure
throughout the state.
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COMMISSIONERS' AND BOARD MEMBERS' SEMINAR
The Eighth Annual Recreation and Park Commissioners' and
Board Members' Seminar was held at the Ramada Inn on March 29-30,
1974. The theme of the seminar revolved around a "Problem Solving
Workshop," led by Dr. Joseph Bannon. Approximately 75 persons
registered, representing 36 agencies. The two-day program involved
commissioners In small group sessions designed to help them learn
the process o£ problem solving.
MINISTERS' RETREAT
A two-day retreat was held April 22-23, 1974, In Champaign
for 140 ministers and wives from the Central Illinois Council of the
United Methodist Church. It was strictly a potpourri of recreational
experiences designed to help individuals appreciate and constructively
utilize their leisure time. It was completely different from any
former Methodist retreats, and was judged a great success.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING WORKSHOPS FOR EXTENSION PERSONNEL
4-H multi-county workshops, led by graduate student
John Bailey, were held in McLeansboro and Springfield. These work-
shops were for the benefit of Cooperative Extension personnel and
youth leaders. Additionally, sessions were conducted during 4-H
week at the Urbana-Champaign campus. The sessions, entitled
"Involvement - Youth in Recreation," were intended to help youth
get Involved in providing recreational experiences for themselves,
as well as others. A similar session will be held for youth advisers
at the 1974 Fall Conference.
SWDIMING POOL WORKSHOPS
In cooperation with the Illinois Department of Public
Health, we assisted in conducting sessions at eight regional
swimming pool operators' workshops. The sessions dealt with
liability, staffing, and programming of pool facilities. This
service was so well received that we are considering expansion
next Spring.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY ART SHOW PROGRAM
The Office, under the leadership of Ann Kief, continued
to coordinate the state staff efforts for the Annual Tovm and
Country Art Show, which was held from October 21 through November 4,
1973, at Lincoln Square In Urbana, Illinois. Included in this v7ork
project were an extensive revision of the Handbook for County Town
and Country Amateur Art Exhibits , and changes in state show policies
In order to facilitate a more efficient operation. There were approxi-
mately 4,482 exhibitors that registered in 64 county shows in 1974.
Six regional shows were held at Rock Island, DeKalb, Canton, Urbana,
Centralia, and Carterville. From the regional shows, approximately
129 art or craft pieces are to b^. ahown at the 1974 state show to be
held at Lincoln Square October 27 - November 10, 1974.
PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AJID RECRUITTEiJJT
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources received
approximately 3,842 Job announcements throughout the United States
in the field of recreation and park administration.
Job Listings
Illinois
Municipal 34
Park Districts 93
Therapeutic 46
Voluntary—Non-Profit 138
Outdoor 8
Education 16
Stiinmer Positions 95
Other 16
TOTAL 446
Non-Illinois
Municipal 340
Therapeutic 36
Voluntary-—Non-Prof it 2,609
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Outdoor 32
Education 159
Sunmer Positions 180
Other 41
TOTAL 3,397
Our job services were greatly expanded. Many more contacts were
made nationally in order to Increase our awareness of position
vacancies. We were unable to continue receiving listing from the
National Recreation and Park Association, and this prevented us
from listing a still greater number of vacancies. This Office
assisted individual registration with the National Recreation and
Park Association and the Illinois Park and Recreation Society.
A total of 221 students and professionals were assisted
with job placement. Including resunes, interviews, and follow-up
consultations. The Illinois Park and Recreation Society has provided
a grant which pays, in part, for the printing of the bulletin that is
mailed to municipal recreation departments, park districts, therapeutic
agencies, and colleges and junior colleges offering recreation currlc-
ulums. Additionally, this office maintains a mailing list for
ladIvidual subscrlbers
.
EXTRAMURAL EXTENSION COURSES
In cooperation with the University of Illinois Division
of Extension, the Office helped coordinate and promote the following
courses in the Chicago area: Recreation E330 - Principles of
Therapeutic Recreation; Recreation E402 - Recreation Administration;
Recreation E403 - Investigation and Evaluation in Recreation;
Recreation E401 - Foundations of Recreation; Mathematics E582 -
Applied Statistical Methods I and II (Circle Campus)
.
'1X1 !
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THERAPEUTIC RECREATION PERSONNEL
The position of Therapeutic Recreation Specialist was
created in July of 1970 through a grant provided by the Board of
Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, Division of Vocational
and Technical Education. The Specialist position was continued
during the 1972-73 academic year with non-recurring funds made
available through the Vice-Chancellor's office. Recurring monies
were made available for permanently establishing the position
during 1973-74.
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION GR?J>]T—"DEVELOPING A TTW-YEAR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE CURRICULUM IN THERAPEUTIC RECREATION"
The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (HEW) has
provided funding in excess of $250,000 for a three year period
to the Office of Recreation and Park Resources for the purpose
of developing and evaluating a two-year prototype curriculum in
therapeutic recreation. The Therapeutic Recreation Specialist
has served this past year as project director and principal
Investigator, a responsibility which has required approximately
fifty percent of his time. Under the able supervision of the
curriculum coordinator, Mr. Gary Robb, the project has progressed
on schedule during 1973-74. A nation-wide competency study has
been completed, contracts have been negotiated with three
community colleges (Parkland, Triton and Moraine Valley),
Instructors have been hired, and curriculum materials are in the
process of being completed for implementation during the fall
semester of 1974.
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION SPECIALIST COMPLETES NTRS PRES IDEfJTIAL
RESPONSIBILITIES DURING 1973-74
Mr. Jerry Kelley, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist, is
currently completing a three-year commitment to the National
Therapeutic Recreation Society during which time he has served
as president-elect, president and past-president. This responsi-
bility, which will terminate officially as of October, 1974. has
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required Mr. Kelley to travel extensively throughout the nation
during the past two years.
PROGRAMS TO INFORM CITIZENS OF NEED OF THE DISABLED
The Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation
funding requirements (1970-73) allowed the Therapeutic Recreation
Specialist to place primary emphasis on providing training
opportunities for professionals and sub-professionals employed
in the field of therapeutic recreation around the state. This
required a substantial time commitment to the Illinois Therapeutic
Recreation Society and other professional organizations and
resulted in numerous innovative training programs and publications.
During 1973-74 an attempt was made to shift the emphasis
to citizen involvement. A Cooperative Extension publication
entitled "Developing Community Recreation Programs for the Disabled,"
written by Shirley Bushell and Jerry Kelley, has been published
and distributed throughout the state; citizen-oriented workshops
have been developed and piloted in several sections of the state;
and special efforts have been made to reach and communicate with
the citizen through correspondence, personal contact, speeches,
and radio interviews.
BEH GRANT - THERAPEUTIC RECREATION CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Curriculum development activities were initiated in
September of 1973, with Triton College, Parkland College, and
Moraine Valley College being selected as initial implementing
institutions for the new Therapeutic Recreation Curriculum.
Instructors have been employed at each of the colleges. Gary Robb,
Project Coordinator, will have primary responsibility for curriculum
implementations and supervision. Second year project funding in
excess of $110,000 has been received and will be utilized in the
continued development and ongoing evaluations of the curriculum
development process.
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PEKfjOM^EL CHANGES
A. Elmo B. Meroney was appointed to the position of Acting Chief,
August, 1973. Mr. Meroney previously held the position of
Personnel Development Specialist.
B. Joseph J. Bannon resigned froai the position of Chief and was
appointed Head of the Department of Recreation and Park
Administration.
C. Ann L. Kief joined the staff in the Office of Recreation and
Park Resources in August, 1973, to fill the position of
Personnel Development Specialist.
D. Barbara Kucera resigned in August, 1973, to take another
position as Administrative Secretary. She was replaced by
Norma Anderson on August 27, 1973.
E. Michele Mailloux again participated in the College Work/Study
Program sponsored by the Financial Aids Office and worked as
a clerical assistant in the Office of Recreation and Park
Resources. Michele was a University of Illinois spring
graduate (May, 1974) with a B.A. Degree in Art History.
F. Cathy Paceley joined the staff in the Office of Recreation
and Park Resources March 4, 1974, to fill the position of
Clerk-Stenographer III for the BEH Project. She replaced
Marilyn Ragle who resigned March 1, 1974.
G. Cathy Daubard, Clerk-Stenographer III, joined the staff in
the Office of Recreation and Park Resources June 3, 1974.
She replaced Lori Abrams who resigned May 15, 1974.
Mrs. Abrams filled the Clerk-Stenographer III position
vacated when Mrs. Carol Lake resigned in August, 1973.
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EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS ATTENDED BY STAFF
Participant Conference Location Date
Espeseth, R.D. College of P.E. Annual
State 4-H Camping Committee
NRPA Congress
Illinois Annual Extension
Conference
Committee on Natural Areas
Institute of Environmental
Studies
Rural Development Seminar
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference
Green Meadows Girl Scout
Long Range Planning
Committee
Northern Illinois 4-H
Camp Associations
Committee on Natural Areas
State Coordinating Committee
for Inventory of Private
Outdoor Recreation
Facilities
Extension Land Use Committee
Green Meadows Girl Scout
Long Range Planning
Committee
CIRCLE Meeting
Cooperative Extension
Staff Meeting
AIRRE Fees and Charges Study
Committee
College of Agriculture
Faculty Meeting
Conservation Development
Advisors Meeting
Champaign County Forest
Preserve District
Advisory Comnlttee
U. of I. 9/4/73
Allerton P^k 9/24/73
Washington, D.C. 10/1^4/73
Champaign, 111. 10/8-10/73
Champaign, 111. 10/11/73
Champaign, 111. 10/30/73
Springfield, 111. 11/15/73
Arlington Hts.,
Ill,
11/15-18/7:
Champaign, 111. 11/13/73
Morris, 111.
Champaign, 111.
12/4/73
12/11/73
Champaign, 111. 1/3/74
U. of I. 1/4/74
Champaign, 111. 1/8-17/74
Urbana, 111. 1/14/74
U. of I. 1/14/74
Ottawa, 111. 1/22/74
U. of I. 1/25/74
U. of I. 1/28-29/74
Urbana, HI. 1/30/74
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Particinant Conference Loc^t-'.on Date
Espeseth, R.D.
(Cont.)
Sxtenslon Land Usfi
Cocr.ittee U. of I. 2/1/74
Land Use Conference Allerton Park 2/3-5/74
Land Use Telenet Conference U. of I. 2/7/74
Cooperative Extension Staff
Masting U. of I. 2/11/74
Green Meadows Girl Scout
Long Range Camp Planning
Conmittee Champoign, 111. 2/15/74
Great Lakes Park Training
Institute Angola, Ind. 2/18-20/74
ORPR Staff Meeting U. of I. 2/27/74
Steering Conmittee for
Title V Program U. of I.
Green Meadows GArl Scout
Long Range Camp Planning
Committee
S^tenaion Land Use Coniaittee U
ORPR Staff Meeting U
Champaign, 111.
of I.
of I.
Cooperative Extension Monthly
In-service Meeting U. of I.
Outdoor Recreation Option
Green Meadows Girl Scout
Long Range Canp Flaniiiiig
Committee
Conservation Resource
Development Extension
Advisers Meeting
Champaign, III.
U. of I.
4-H Camp State-Wide Workshop Memorial Camp
Problem Solving Workshop for
Commissioners' Seminar Champaign, 111.
2/28/74
3/4/74
3/3/74
3/11/74
3/11/74
Committee U. of I. 3/12/74
ORPR Staff Meeting U. of I. 3/14/74
State Land Use Conference Chicago, 111. 3/15/74
Midwest Recreational Land
Use Conference Madison, Wis. 3/18-20/74
3/21/74
3/25/74
3/26/74
3/27/74
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Partlcioant Conference Location Date
Espeseth, R.D. State Blkeway Council
ORPR Staff Meeting, Critique
of Commissioners' Seminar U. of I.
Springfield, 111.
Western Illinois Title
V Project
Cooijsrative Extension Staff
Meeting
Western Illinois Title
V Project
Central Illinois Water
Reservoir Project -
Advisers Meeting
Green Meadows Girl Scout
Council Long Range Camp
Committee
Environmental It.ipact
Statements Seminar
Water Resources Center -
Seminar on Water Research
University Administration
Recreation and Park
Graduate Seminar
"Pro Day-74" Department of
U, of I.
U. of I.
U. of I,
Champaign, 111.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
A/1/74
4/5/74
4/5/74
4/8/74
4/15/74
Effingham, 111. 4/15/74
4/16/74
4/22/74
4/23/74
4/24/74
Landscape Architecture U. of I. 4/25/74
State Bikeway Council Springfield, 111. 4/27/74
ORPR Staff Meeting U. of I. 5/1/74
Recreation and Forestry
Cooperative Committee U. of I. 5/2/74
ORPR Search Committee for
ORPR Chief U. of I. 5/3/74
Western Illinois Title V
Proj ect Western Illinois
University 5/7/74
University Committee on
Public Policy and
Philosophies U. of I. 5/9/74
Extension Land Use
Committee U. of I. 6/7/74
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Participant Conference Location Date
Espeseth, R.D. Cooperative Extension Monthly
Staff Meeting U. of I. 6/10/74
Regional Directors
Meeting OES U. of I. 6/10/74
CIRCLE Meeting Lake of the Woods 6/11/74
OPi^R Search Committee
for ORTR Chief Lake of the Woods 6/12/74
IPRS Board Meeting Lake of the Woods 6/22/74
Humke, R.P.
Recreation and Forestry
Cooperative Ccmralttee
Instructional Resources
Meeting
NRPA Congress
Illinois Park & Rc?.creation
Society Conference
SEH Consultants Ileeting
NRPA National Survey
Coirmittee
Community Education
Workshop - Ball State U.
Regional Cooperative
Extension Meeting
Champaign County Nursing
Home Special Project
Meeting
Mid-America Cormunity
Education Association
Regional Workshop
Illinois Association for
Health, ?.E. & Recreation
Professional Preparation
Retreat
Community Development
Workshop
lAPD Drive In Workshop
U. of I.
U. of I.
Washington, D.C.
Arlington Hts.4
111.
Champaign, 111.
Blootnington , Ind
.
Muncie, Ind.
Decatur, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Allerton Park
St. Louis, Mo.
Schiller Pk. , 111.
Extension Regional Directors U. of I.
Peoria. 111.
Mid-America Community
Education Association
6/24/74
6/27/74
10/1-4/73
11/15-18/73
1/17-19/74
1/19-20/74
1/23/74
1/25/74
1/30/74
2/13/74
2/15-16/74
4/30-5/1/74
5/11/74
6/10/74
6/21/74
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Participant Conference Location Date
Kelley, J.D. NRPA Congress
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, Project
Directors' Meeting
NRPA, mVS Pre-Congress
institute
Field Placement Agency
Representative
C.I^S.H. (Champaign Park
District)
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference
Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped
National Therapeutic
Recreation Society
Budget Review (NRPA)
Washington, D.C. 9/28-10/5/:
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Champaign, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Arlington Hts.
Champaign, 111.
President's Committee on
Emplojnnent of Handicapped -
Committee on Recreation Washington, D.C.
Bureau of Education for Handicapped
project Directors' Meeting Washington, D.C.
Illinois Health, P.E.
and Recreation
Society of Park and
Recreation Educators
American Foundation for
the Blind
Northern Regional Workshop
(ITRS)
Allerton Park
Albuquerque, N.M.
St. Louis, Mo.
Oregon, 111.
State BEH Advisory Committee Champaign, 111.
Hational Multiple Sclerosis
Society
Illinois Community College
Board
American Association of
Health, P.E. and
Recreation
Chicago, 111.
Springfield, 111.
9/29/73
9/29-30/73
11/2/73
11/2/73
11/15-18/72
11/20/73
Washington, D.C. 12/5/73
12/5/73
12/6-7/73
2/15/74
2/21-24/74
2/24-27/74
3/8-9/74
3/22/74
3/26/74
3/29/74
Anaheim, Calif. 3/29-4/3/74
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Participant Conference Location Date
Kelley, J.D.
(Cent.)
Kief, A.L.
BEH Project Revle^j Comralttee Washington, D.C.
Kansas City, Ka.
NTRS Eosr.1 of Directors
Meeting
Illinois Community College
roard
ITRS Board of Directors
Central Illinois ITRS
Workshop
BEH Project Advisory
Meeting
Elgin, 111.
Champaign, 111.
George Washilngton U.
Cooperative Extension Workshop
on Coramunlty R^nreatlon for
the Handicapped Springfield, 111.
Rockford Workshop "In-Service
Training for Camping for
the Handicapped
BEH Project Advisor
Conmittee nesting
BEH Project Consultants
Meeting
Past Presidents' Council
Meeting - NTRS
Manteno S'^ate Hospital
Workshop
NRPA Congress
Fall Extension Conference
Sangamon State University
Colloquulra
Commissioners' and Board
Members' Planning
Coranlttee
Town & Country Art Show
Luncheon Meeting
Undergraduate Cooailttee
Meeting (Department)
Rockford, 111.
Champaign 5 111.
Champaign, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Manteno , 111
.
Washington, D.C,
U. of I.
4/5/74
4/16-18/74
4/19/74
4/21/74
Monticello, 111. 4/22-23/74
Champaign, 111. 5/3/74
IPRS Publications Committee Oak Park, 111. 5/6/74
NTRS Management Institute -
Washington, D.C. 5/15-18/74
6/14/74
6/13/74
6/20/74
6/21/74
6/22/74
6/24/74
10/1-4/73
10/8/73
Springfield, 111. 10/15/73
Champaign, 111.
Urbana, 111.
U. of I.
10/20/73
10/21/73
10/31/73
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Participant Conference Location Date
Kief, A.L.
(Cont.)
Agency Interview Day
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference
Therapeutic Option Meeting
Central Illinois Recreation
Council for Lunch, Etc.
Town & Country Art Show
Conimittee
Extension Club
Meeting with New Dean
College Faculty Meeting
Therapeutic Recreation
Meeting
U. of I.
Arlington Hts.
U. of I.
Urbana, 111.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
11/2/73
11/15-18/73
11/19/73
11/20/73
11/27/73
12/7/73
12/10/73
12/10/73
12/10/73
Cooperative Extension
Meeting U. of I. 12/11/73
ORPR Staff Meeting U. of I. 12/14/73
CIRCLE Urbana, 111. 1/14/7A
Cooperative Extension
Staff Meeting U. of I. 1/14/74
Undergraduate Staff
Meeting U. of I. 1/15/74
Recreation Coordinators
Luncheon Meeting U. of I. 1/15/74
Town & Country State
Conmittee Meeting U. of I. 2/22/74
CIRCLE U. of I. 3/5/74
Coniinunity Education
Workshop Champaign, 111. 3/12/74
IPRS Recru-'tcient & Placement
Committee Meeting Bensenville, 111. 3/21/74
IPRA Meeting U. of I. 3/28/74
CIRCLE Meeting Champaign, 111. 5/14/74
Swimming Pool Operators
Conference Champaign, 111. 6/7/74
CIRCLE Meeting Lake of the Woods 6/11/74
Regional Town & Country
Art Show DeKalb, 111. 6/17/74
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Participant
Meroney, E.B.
Conference
Central Illinois Conference
of United Methodist
Churches
College of P.E. Annual
Meetins
Cooperative Extension
Staff Meeting
Town & Country Art Show
Meeting
CIRCLE
Southern Illinois Park &
Recreation Association
State Toxm & Country Art
Show and Judging
Illinois Assoc ip.tion of
Park Dlstrictr,
Regional Directors and
Program Leaders
Recreation & Tourism
Meeting
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference
Central Illinois Recreation
Council for Lunch, Etc.
(CIRCLE)
Equal Opportunities and
Affirmative Action Meeting Champaign, 111.
Cooperative Extension State
Staff Meeting Urbana, 111.
CIRCLE
Cooperative Extension Monthly
In-Service Meeting
National Consultants
Workshop
Advisory Coonittee
Community Education
Workshop - Ball State U.
Location
Champaign, 111.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
Carbondale, 111.
Urbana, 111.
Joliet 111.
Champaign, 111.
Springfield, 111.
Arlington Hts.
Urbana, 111.
Champaign, 111.
r
U. of I.
U. of I.
U. of I.
Muncie, Ind.
Date
7/17/73
9/4/73
9/10/73
9/10/73
9/17/73
10/12/73
10/21/73
10/26/73
11/6/73
11/15/73
11/15-18/7:
11/20/73
12/5/73
12/10/73
12/11/73
1/14/74
1/17/74
1/21/74
1/23/74
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Participant Conference Location Date
Meroney, E.B.
(Cont.)
IPRS Legislative Committee
Meeting U. of I. 1/25/74
Community Resource
Development Meeting U. of I. 1/28-29/7'
Cooperative Extension
Monthly Meeting U. of I. 2/11/7A
Great Lakes Park Training
Institute Pokagan Pk. , Ind. 2/18-20/74
Environmental Education
Seminar Champaign, 111. 2/22/74
IPRS Legislative Meeting Joliet, 111. 3/4/74
CIRCLE Meeting U. of I. 3/5/74
Middlewest Regional
Conference Chicago, 111. 3/15/74
Conservation Resource
Development Meeting Urbana, 111. 3/25-26/74
Problem Solving Workshop
for Commissioners' Seminar Champaign, 111. 3/27/74
IPRS Legislative Meeting Bloomington, 111. 3/28/74
CIRCLE Meeting Champaign, 111. 5/14/74
Equal Opportunity
Committee Champaign, 111. 5/16/74
YMCA Champaign, 111. 5/23/74
Therapeutic Recreation
Workshop Springfield, 111. 6/14/74
Institute on Zoning and
Planning Zion, 111. 6/21/74
Monk, D. Field Visitation of Nature
Conservancy & Related
Sites
Puerto Rico,
San Martin,
Martinique, and
Trinidad 7/19-29/73
Mid-West Environmental
Conference Wisconsin Dells 9/20-22/73
State Extension Conference Urbana, 111. 10/11/73
Illinois Garden Club Allerton Park 10/28-30/7:
Illinois Environmental
Association Macomb, 111. 11/3/73
Regional Extension
Conference Urbana, 111. 11/6/73
Illinois Recreation &
Park Society Arlington Hts. 11/15-18/7
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Participant Conference Location Date
Monk, D.
(Cont.)
Robb, G.M.
Land Use Conference Allerron Park
State Department of
Conservation Field Counselor
Training U. of I.
Recreation Staff Conference Allerton Park
Prairie Grove Environmental
Education Association
Natural Areas Study Groups
Technical Institute
State Department of
Conservation Field
Counselor Recruitment
Environmental Challenges
to Higher Education
Recreation ' 74
Garden Show
Environmental Association
Alternate I7ays of Living
National Environme'rital
Education Conf -^rence
Edgar County Extension
Office Lead'^rnhip Training
Program Orientation
Urbana Park District
Champaign County Forest
Preserve (Homer, Lake
and Kerr Townships)
Champaign Park District
City of Champaign (Heritage
Program) Meeting
City of Urbana (Heritage
Program) Meeting
NTRS Institute
NRPA Congress
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference
Champaign, 111.
Urbana, 111.
U. of I.
Champaign, 111.
Urbana, 111.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Arlington Hts.
2/3-5/74
2/8/74
2/15-16/74
2/19/74
2/22/74
2/27/74
Chicago, 111. 3/12/74
Urbana, 111. 3/15/74
Chicago, 111. 3/23/74
Evanston. 111. 4/4/74
Urbana, 111. 4/2.1-22/74
San Francisco 4/28-30/74
Paris, 111. 5/22/74
Urbana, 111. 6/10/74
Urbana, 111. 6/11/74
Champaign, 111. 6/12/74
6/30/74
6/30/74
9/28-30/73
10/1-4/73
11/15-13/7:
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Participant Conference Location Date
Robbf G<M« President's Conmlttee on
Employnent of Handicapped -
Business Meeting Washington, D.C. X2/5/73
National Conference on Program
Devel-j'-ient Needs and
Evaluation of Physical
Ed".catlon & Recreation for
Handicapped Children and
Youth Washington, D.C. 12/5-7/73
Illinois Association for
Professional Preparation
In Health, P.E. and
Recreation
Illinois Conmunlty College
Board
Society of Park and
Recreation Educators
American Foundation for
the Blind
Triton College Curriculum
Committee
Parkland College Curriculum
Committee
BEH Project Advisory
Committee
National Wheel Chair
Athletic Association
Illinois Community College
Board
Parkland College Curriculum
Committee
NTRS Board of Directors
NRPA National Council
Meeting
Illinois Therapeutic
Recreation Society Board
of Directors
Central Illinois Therapeutic
Recreation Workshop
Allerton Park
Springfield, 111.
Albuquerque, N.M.
St. Louis, Mo.
River Grove, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Springfield, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Kansas City, Mo.
2/15/7A
2/19/74
2/21-24/74
2/24-27/74
3/7/74
3/11/74
3/22/74
3/29/74
3/29/74
4/11/74
4/16-19/74
Kansas City, Mo. 4/16-19/74
Champaign, 111. 4/21/74
Montlcello, 111. 4/22/74
BEH State Advisory Committee Champaign, 111. 6/20/74
BEH Consultants Meeting Champaign, 111. 6/22/74
vol
n\T\i .II.
f,". t --,
'IU\
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STUDIES AOT) REPORTS COIIPLETED
Name Study or Report
Espeseth, R.D. Guidelines for Selecting Park and Recreation
Consultants
Cost Ranges for Facility Development in
Private Campgrounds
Family Camping
Inventory of County and other Fairgrounds
in Illinois for Recreation Use
Fees and Charges Study of Campgrounds
Park Planning and Design - Interim Report
for APRS Special Committee
OPPR-26
ORPR-9
Revised
Humke, R.P.
Huffike, R.P.
and
Kief, A.L.
A Survey of Selected Swlniming Pools in
Illinois - With Graduate Assistant,
Richard Schroth
Small Community Swimming Pool Study
Revenue Sharing in Illinois Survey
0RPR--4
Kelley, J.D.
and
Shirley Bushell
Providing Community Recreation Opportunities
for the Disabled C 1093
Kief, A.L.
and
Meroney, E.B.
How Do I Get A Job?
The Emplojnnent Process - Employer and
Applicant Guidelines
Submitted to NRPA as a Management Aid
ORPIl-6
Revised
Monk, D. Education Resources In Environmental
Science - Progress Report to the
Governor's Office of Human Resources
Busey Woods Trail Guide - Unabridged Edition
Effect of Wind Sheet on Thorn Desert Vegetation
at Guanica - Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Research Paper
Environmental Education Facilities and
Opportunities - A Slide Presentation
for Putman and Marshall Counties
House Document on Environmental Impact -
Frontispiece for Corps of Engineers
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Name Study or Report
Robb, G.M. Therapeutic Recreation Brochure
for Community College
Therapeutic Recreation Curriculum
With Jill Moody
Manpower Study
National Competency Survey
Expanding Horizons - A Proposal for
Year-around Camping for the Handicapped,
Camp Allen, Inc., New Hampshire
Concepts of Therapeutic Recreation -
A Video Tape
Role of Professional Organizations in
Therapeutic Recreation - A Video Tape
Recruitment Brochure
Project Report for Continuation of the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH)
Grant for FY 74-75
Submitted to BEH, Washington, D.C.
BEH Community College Project Newsletter
Vol. 1, No. 1
BEH Community College Project Newsletter
Vol. 1, No. 2
Newsletter, The Committee on Recreation and
Leisure, The President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped, "A Model
State Committee on Recreation for the
Handicapped"

Name
Espeseths R.D.
Humke, R.P.
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STUDIES AND REPORTS IN PROGRESS
Study or Repor t
An Awareness Program of Poten*:ial Opportunities
for Private Recreation Enterprises in Central
Illinois Water Reservoir Areas
"OT^ership" Section of Cooperative Extension
Land Use Conanittee Report
Guidelines for Developing Private Campgrounds
Comaiunity Education Program Survey -
In cooperation with Mid-Ajner5_ca Conmunity
Education Association
Conmunity Recreation Coordinating Council Member
Survey
ORPR-8
Revision
Kief, A.L.
Monk, D.
Robb, G.M.
Compilation of List of Agencies Offering
Recreation Related Workshops in Illinois
Illinois Craft Directory
Visual Interpret.^tion East Central Illinois
Landscapes
The Development of Competencies Required for
Entry Level Therapeutic Recreation Positions
The Delphi Technique
Introduction to Therapeutic Recreation
A 16 MM Film
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PUBLICATIONS BY STAFF MEMBERS
Espeseth, R.D. "Linear Recreation Ways," Illinois Parks and
Recreation Society, Hay-June, 1974.
Humke, R.P. "Community Recreation Resources," A Cooperative
Extension Radio Recording.
Robb, G.M. "Integrating Pre-Ser^rice Education and
Professional Functioning—A CRISIS," Therapeutic
Research Journal , Vol. VII, Ho. 2, Second Quarter,
1973.
"Developing a Two-Year Curriculum in Therapeutic
Recreation," Illinois Therapeutic Recreation
Society Newsletter , Vol. IV, No. 1, February, 1974.
"Introduction to Conmunity College Project,"
COMMUNIQUE (NRPA) , Vol. 5, No. 5.
"Introduction to Community College Project,"
Illinois Career Education Journal , Winter 1974.
"Introduction to Community College," Rehabilitation
Literature , Events and Coiiments Section, Vol. 35
No. 3.
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GRANTS AND CONTRACTS RECEIVED
Title Source of Funding Amount
Development of Two-Year Curriculum in Bureau of Education
Therapeutic Recreation for the Handicapped
Year Two Funding (HEW) $111,000
An Awareness Program of Potential Cooperative Extension
Opportunities for Private Recreation Service, College of Ag.
j
Enterprises in Central Illinois University of Illinois $ 5,000
Water Reservoir Areas
Job Opportunity Bulletin Illinois Parks and
Recreation Society $ 350
Beginning July 1, 1974
Educational Resources in Environmental Science (ERES)
Zero appointment contract with the Office of
Recreation and Park Administration for the
Conmittee on Natural Areas sponsored
Educational Resparces in Environmental Science
Project. (Ten man staff.)
Educational Resources in Environmental Science
Project written into Independent Study Program
University High School with emphasis on outdoor
experience.
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CONFEKEI^CE ATTEiroED AS A SPEAKER OR CHAIRtlAN OF A SESSION
Name Title of Session Location
Espeseth, R.D. NRPA Congress, panel member,
"Parks - To Use or Not
to Use" Washington, D.C.
NRPA Congress, paper presented,
"Providing Recreational
Opportunities Through Park
Planning Concepts" Washington, D.C.
Illinois Annual Extension
Conference, "Role of Outdoor
Recreation Specialist" Champaign, 111.
State Park Rangers Conference,
"The Role of State Parks in
the Total Recreation
Picture"
Community Environmental
Education Seminar -
Panel Member
Association of Illinois
Rural Recreation
Enterprises, "Report on
Fees and Charges Study"
Public Hearing -
Illinois/liichigan Canal
Project
Commissioners' and Board
Members' Seminar - Group
Leader
Southern Illinois A-H Camp
Association
LaSalle County Campers
Workshop
WILL Radio "Things To Do
In State Parks"
Land Use Symposium for
Mexican Officials and
Planners, "Recreational
Considerations in Land Use
Planning" U.
Springfield, 111.
Champaign , 111
.
Peoria, 111.
Morris, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Benton, 111.
Ottawa, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Date
lC/2/72
10/2/7:
10/11/73
11/2/73
2/22/74
3/16-17/74
3/20/74
3/29-30/74
4/9/74
4/10-11/74
5/13/74
of I. 5/17/74
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Name Title of Session Location Date
Kumke, R.P,
Kelley, J.D-
Kief. A.L.
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference, panelist,
"Regional Associations of
Park Districts,'' and
"Interviewiiig and your
Resume Arlington Hts.
Community Education Workshop
(Program Co-Chairraan) Ch?.nipaign , 111.
Rural Development Workshop,
"What Should A Park Have?" Mattoon, 111.
Commissioners' and Board
Members' Seminar - Group
Leader
Community Recreation
Workshop
Urbana 4-H Advisers'
Workshop, "Community
Recreation - A
Happening in Urban
Areas"
4-H State Conference
Champaign, 111.
West Vienna, 111.
11/16/73
3/12/74
3/21/74
3/29-30/74
4/9/74
Springfield, Hi.
Urbana. 111.
5/23/74
6/11-12/74
Illinois Therapeutic
Recreation Society Southern
Regional Conference,
"Review of Therapeutic
Recreation in Illinois
for 1973"
Commissioners' and Board
Members' Seminar - Group
Leader
Carbondale, 111. 9/27-28/73
Multi-County Community
Recreation Workshop
Champaign, 111. 3/29-30/74
West Vienna, 111. 4/9/74
Council to Ministers'
Retreat Champaign, 111. 4/22-23/74
Swimming Pool Operators
Conferences - Springfield, 111. 6/10/74
Carterville, 111. 6/12/74
Roger Guthrie Chicago, 111. 6/3/74
Roger Guthrie • Glen Eliyn, 111. 6/4/74
Rick Mansell Leaf River, 111. 6/5/74
Rick Mansell Galesburg, 111. 6/6/74
Rick Mansell Collinsville, 111. 6/11/74
Charles Pezoldt - Champaign, 111. 6/7/74
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Name Title of Session Location Date
Kief, A.L.
(Cont
.
)
Mproney, E-B.
Monk, D.
U. of I.
Illinois 4-H Week
Conference
ERPA Congress, panelist,
"Need Technical
Assistance? - Ask Your
State"
Illinois Annual Extension
Conference, "Wlir.t'c New
in Recreation"
lAPPHER (Energy Crisis
Effects on Public
Service; Student
Field Service
Placement)
Conunis sioners ' and
Board Members' Seminar
(Chairman)
Suburban Park and
Recreation Association
Council to Ministers'
Retreat
Environmental Education
Workshop for Special
Projects for Teachers
(Panel Member)
Office of Natural Resources U. of I
Community Involvement in
Environmental Education
Seminar (Chairman)
Champaign County Board -
Environmental Education
Putnam County Outdoor
Education Facilities
Meeting
4-H Leadership Conference
(Speaker)
Natural Areas Study Group
Thornburn School Natural
History Training Program
Allerton Park
Champaign, 111.
Oak Park, 111.
Champaign, 111.
6/11/74
Washington, D.C. 10/2/73
Champaign, 111. 10/8-11/7?
2/15-16/74
3/29-30/74
4/16/74
4/22-23/7-';.
Jacksonville, 111. 11/10/73
. 2/21-23/7^.
Champaign, 111. 2/22/74
U. of I. 2/23/74
Henry, 111. 2/26/74
Jacksonville, 111, 3/20/74
Urbana, 111. 4/4-5/74
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Name Title of Session Location Date
Monk, D.
(Cont
.
)
Environmental Education
Association of Illinois
Alternate Ways of Living
Conference
Council to Ministers'
Retreat
Allerton Weekend
4-H Leadership Training
Champaign County Forest
Preserve Site Planning
Girl Scouts Regional Camp
Leadership Training
Prairie Grove Environmental
Education Association
Environmental Association
of Illinois Board of
Governors
Historical Museum
Leadership Training in
Environmental Education
Evanston, 111. 4/5/^4
Urbana, 111.
Homer , 111
.
Gilman, 111.
Champaign, 111.
4/2C-21/74
Champaign, 111. 4/22-23/74
Monticello, 111. 5/4-5/74
Paris, 111. 6/5/74
6/11/74
6/14/74
6/25/74
Starved Rock, 111. 6/28/74
Champaign, 111.
Kickapoo State Park 6/27/74
Robb, G.M. NTRS Institute, Chairman
of a Session, "In-Service
Training for T-R Personnel:
A 750 Hour Training Program
for Assistant Technicians" Washington, D.C.
NTRS Institute, panelist,
"Relevancy of Training
Programs to Job Potential
in Therapeutic Recreation" Washington, D.C.
NRPA Business Meeting of
President's Commission on
Employment for the Handicapped
>
"Report of the NTRS Committee
on Employment of the
Handicapped" Washington, D.C.
Illinois Park & Recreation
Society Conference, "Bureau
of Education for Handicapped
Project" Minority Affairs
9/30/73
9/30/73
10/4/73
Committee Arlington Hts. 11/15-18/7'
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Name Title of Session Location Date
Robb, G.M. Central Illinois Therapeutic
(Cont.) Recreation Workshop,
"Therapeutic Camping for
the Disabled" Monticello, 111. kiTlllU

Humke, R.P.
- 33 -
MEIiBERSHIP ON STATE, REGIONAL, m) NATIONAL COtUHTTEE
^•jame Conanlttee or Position
Espeseth, R.D. Chairman, Subcommittee on Canp
Facilities
Membership Committee
Steering Coramittee for Title V
Pilot Project
Organisation
Girl Scouts
IPRS
Champaign County
Forest Presarvc
District Board
Chairman, Park Planning and Development
Special Interest Committee
Member, Research and Survey Task
Group
Land Use Community Development Committee
State Camping Committee
Departmental Search Committee
for OR?R Chief
People-Natural Resources Research
Council
Model Municipal Park & Recreation
Ordinance Committee, Chairman
Legislative Committee
Constitution Committee
Community Education Committee
Professional Registration Committee
Chairman, Legislation Committee
Small District Seminar Committee
Departmental Search Committee for
ORPR Chief
Community Development Committee
NRPA
State Bicycle
Trails Council
College of Ag.
(U. of I,)
College of Ag.
(U. of I.)
ORPR
Undergraduate Committee
Social Committee
IPRS
IPRS
IPRS
APRS
IPRS
Mid-America
Commrnity
Education
Association
1974 State Park
& Recreation
Conference
ORPR
College of Ag.
(U» of I.)
Rec. & Park Adral;
Rec. ^ Park Admi..
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Name Committee or Position
Kelley, J.D.
Kief. A.L.
Undergraduate Committee
Staff Evaluation Committee
Critical Issues Committee
Therapeutic Recreation Curriculum
Study Committee
Organization
Rec. & Park Admin.
Rec. & Park Admin-
Rec. & Park Admin.
NTRS
National Recreation & Park Association
Membership Study (Analysis Committee) NRPA
Chairman, National Council Committee
on Branch and Affiliate Relations
Town and Country Art Show Committee
Recruitment and Placement Committee
NRPA
College of Ag.
(U. of I.)
IPRS
Meroney, E.B.
Monk, D.
Robb, G.M.
Legislative Committee
Affirmative Action and Equal
Opportunity, Chairman
Departmental Advisory Committee
Grievance Committee
Undergraduate Committee
Chairman, East Central Illinois
Zone Environmental Association
Member of Board of Governors and
Host-Chairman Annual General
Meetings,
Fiscal Resource Position Paper
National Council
Joint Committee, National Council,
Board of Trustees
Task Force on Corrections
Employment of Handicapped, Chairman
Employment of Handicapped Committee
IPRS
Rec. & Park Admin.
Rec. & Park Admin.
Rec. & Park Admin,
Rec. & Park Admin.
Environmental
Association of
Illinois
NRPA
NRPA
NRPA
NTRS
NTRS
Massachusetts
Governor '
s
Committee
Editorial Consultant - TRJ NTRS
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Name Committee or Position
_Or£anization
Robb, G.M
(Cont o
)
National Council Member NTRS
Monitor & Participate in Employment of
the Handicapped Committee NTRS
Monitor Committee on Camping for
the Handicapped NTRS
Central Illinois Therapeutic
Recreation Workshop Committee ITRS
National Project on Program Development
for the Deaf-Blind NTRS
Chairman, 1975 Midwest Sjrmposium on
Therapeutic Recreation ITRS
National Council Professional
Development NRPA
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society State Adviser for Illinois
Therapeutic Recreation Society NTRS
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society Publications Committee NTRS

Name
- 36 -
HONORS/AWASDS/CITATIONS RECEIVED BY STAFF
Honor/Award /Citation Organir:a£ion
Cuda, W.
Field Assistant
to D. Monk
Espeseth, R.D.
Humke, R.P.
Kelley, J.D.
Robb, G.M.
U. of I. Foundation Av7ard for
Involvement in Outdoor Education
IPRS Registration an "Executive"
Man of the Year
Scroll of Honor
Elected Secretary-Treasurer,
Community Recreation Coordinating
Council
Citation for Outstanding Services to
the Disabled and Handicapped
Elected to Board of Directors
(1973-76)
U. of I.
IPRS
Grand Blsnc
Beautifi cation
League - 7/73
Navy League of th-
United States
8/73
ITRS
NTRS
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SPECIAL CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES
Dr. Scout Lee Gunn
Date Agency Activity
3/8-10/74 ^k)vement Therapy Inc.
National Dance Therapy
Association
Formal Presentation of
paper
.
5/7/74 Oak Forest Hospital Workshop on "Interactional
Techniques" and "Death
and Dying" for Activity
Directors.
6/4-5/74 Galesburg State Hospital Staff development. Program
consultation. Staff
Evaluation.
6/11-13/74 Illinois Nursing Home Workshops for Activity
Association Directors in Nursing
Homes
6/19-20/74 George Williams College Workshop on Patient Care
in Nursing Homes.
7/13/74 Chicago Rehabilitation Workshop on "The Occupation
Center of Play."
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FIELD VISITS AND SERVICE ACTIVITIES
Community or Agency
American Association of Health,
P.E. and Recreation
American Foundation for the
Blind
American Society of Landscape
Architects
American Camping Association
Adler Zone Center
Department of Anthropology
(U. of I.)
Architecture Department
(U. of I.)
Ag Services (Adrian Janes)
Ag Communications
Ag Publications
Association of Illinois Rural
Recreation Enterprises
(LaSalle County)
American Association of School
& Allied Health Programs
Associate Councils of the Arts
A.L. Bowen Children's Center
(Harrisburg)
Abraham Baldwin Agriculture
College (Georgia)
Joe Abbey
Adams State College (Colorado)
Allen Oak School For Boys
Allerton Weekend
Involvement
Meeting BEH Project,
Coordinated Obtaining People
for Workshop, Information for
Research and Utilization Center
Camping for Handicapped,
Therapeutic Recreation Educators
Conference, Video Tape, BEH 16 MM
Film, Plan Visit, Consultation on
Video Tape Lecture, Special Project
Professional Questionnaire
Standards
BEH Competency Identification,
Training Information, Training
Session, BEH Project - Delphi
Indiana Camp Site Archeology
Historical Preservation and
Outdoor Education
Cover for BEH Project
BEH 16 l-M Film
Therapeutic Recreation Brochure
Planning for Campers VJorkshop
Curriculum Questionnaire
Cultural Arts
BEH Project - Delphi,
BEH Competency Identification,
BEH Instructor Applicant
BEH Project Curriculum Information
BEH Advisory Committee
Publication
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
Display and Interpretation
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Cocmunity or Agency
Adams County
Aca, Indiana
Ames, Iowa (Janes Whit, Student)
Anchor
Ken Anderson (LaGrange, Illinois)
Arlington Heights
Arlington Heights Park District
Arlington Heights Memorial
Library
Arlington, Virginia
Athens
Audubon Society
Aurora Yl-ICA
David Austin (North Texas State.
University)
Austin, Texas
Fred Alcorn
Albion
Jean Aldig (Illinois Central
College)
All State Recreation Societies
Allendale School for Boys
(Lake Villa)
Alsip
George Alstit (Danville)
Alton Park & Recreation Dept.
Alton Park & Recreation
Commission
Amboy
Allerton House
Allerton Park
Involvement
Fairgrounds Studj^
Workshop
Information on Mental Retardation
Game Publications
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Employment Infornation
Job Opportunity Bullc^tin
IPRS/IAPD Directory
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society
Park Planning
Review of Park Plans
Photographic Materials for Water
Ways Exhibit
Job Opportunity
BEH Consultants Meeting
BEH Employment
Reference Letter
Swimming Pool Study
BEH Project
Job Listings
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Park District Plans
BEH Project - Delphi
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Commissioners' Seminar
Bi-centennial Information,
Community Education Legislation,
Franklin Grove Park,
Organization of Park District,
Park District Referendum,
Tennis Courts/Play Equipment
Nature Prints
Familiarization

Connminlty or Agency
Ailerton Park 4-H Canp
Area Resource Adviser
(Carbondale)
Bartonville
Ball State University
Harrington
Bartlett Park District
Nell Baskin (Palatine)
Gary Bass (Bloomington)
Norm Baxley
Batavia Park District
Batavia
Beardsto^m
John Becket, District Extension
Adviser
Batavia
Berkshire Conmunlty College
(Pittsfield, Massachusetts)
Belleville
40 -
Involveiaent
Methodist Retreat
Belleville Recreation & Park
Department
Belmont, California
Bensenvllle
Bensenville Park District
Benton
Bea Berry (Hannibal, Mo.)
Farm Recreation Enterprise
Planning School Recreation Facilities
Review Playground Plans
University Associates
Swim Pool Study
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Ministers' Retreat
BEH Project - Movie Production
Discussed Hiring Consultant
Job Opportunity
Swlimning Pool Study
Swimming Pool Study
Follow-up Correspondence for
Southern Illinois Visitations
Field Student Visit
Consulting - Curriculum
Development
Municipal Park & Recreation
Information, Park Development,
Park Site Plan, Roving Leader
Program, Specifications and
Bidding, Therapeutic Recreation
Symposium Information, Code of
Ethics Practices (Pezoldt)
,
Outdoor Recreation
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Park Planning Kit
Suburban Park and Recreation
Association
Job Opportunity
Therapeutic and Environmental
Workshops
Town & Country Art Show
Town & Country Art Show
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Community or Agency
Doris Berryman (New York U.)
Bethany
Bicycle Institute of America
Dan Binetti (Elmwood Park)
Black Coalition
Donald Blackwell
Cynthia Bolodgett (Wilmington,
Delaware)
Bloomington, Indiana
Bloomington Park and Recreation
Department
Blue Island Park District
Marty Bogan
Boling Park District
Tom r.ooker (Region 10,
Cooperative Extension)
Boone County Conservation
District
Bond County Cooperative
Extension
Boston, Massachusetts
Boulder, Colorado
Boys Club (Champaign)
Board of Vocational Education
and Rehabilitation (Springfield)
Board of Directors
Brocton
Big Pine Creek Committee
Brown County
Bradford
Breese
Involvement
BEH Consultants Meeting,
NTRS Conference
State Conference Planning
Photos for Article
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Environmental Education
Town and Country Art Show
Job Vacancies
Student Project, CIRCLE
Meeting, Farm Sports Festival
Job Vacancy, Job Opportunity
Bulletin
Revenue Sharing Survey
Symposium Publication
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Canoe Trail Information,
Community Recreation Workshop,
Lsvee Trails, Tourism Publication
Golf Course Analysis,
Sanitary Land Fill Project,
Maintenance, Operational Information
Town and Country Art Show
Park Planning Kit
Therapeutic Recreation Funding
Information
Recreation Program Presentation
BEH Project
NTRS Candidate Approval
Park Planning
Outdoor Education
Shelter Plans and Information
Recreation Program Ideas
Recreation Planning in Carlyle

Community or Agency
Brooklyn
Robert Brown (Peoria County
Extension Adviser)
Brookwood Elementary School
(Glenwood)
Gary Brunner (Springfield)
Burbank
Rabel Burdge (Kentucky)
Bureau County
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
Bureau of Mental Retardation
(Madison, Wisconsin)
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
(Ann Arbor, Michigan)
Wanda Burnett (American
Association of Health, P.E.
and Recreation
Bushnell
Caldwell Community College
(North Carolina)
Dudley Calder (Cary)
California Association of
Neurologically Handicapped
David Camden (Westchester)
Bureau County
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Canton, Missouri
42 -
Involvement
State Conference Planning
Establishing Park and
Recreation Commissions
Workshop
Town and Country Art Show
School Playground Planning
Journal of Leisure Research
Private Recreation Enterprise,
Recreation Programs, Private
Campground Evaluation
Budget Revision, Project Funding,
Contracts Discussions, Training
Development, NTRS Board of
Directors, New Projects Review,
Staff Recruitment, Project
Directors Meeting
NTRS
NCSP Program at NRPA Congress,
Levee Trails, Project Proposal
on Levee Trails, Linear Recreation
Ways, Multiple Use of Water Supply
Reservoirs
Technical Assistance,
ORPR Publications
Information Gathering for
Research and Utilization Center
Swimming Pool Study
Therapeutic Recreation
Curriculum Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project Film Review,
Therapeutic Recreation Resource
Library
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Town and Country Art Show
Park Planning Kit
Information on Therapeutic
Recreation for Retarded
Canton IPRS Legislation
•.<!
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Conmtuaity or Agency
California State University
(Hayrjard)
California State University
(Northridge)
Involvement
Outdoor Recreation in Illinois
,
Competency Information Request
BEH Project Meetings, BEH
Grant
Campground Franchising Companies Contacted and Compiled List
Campgrounds of America
(Billings, Montana)
Carbondale
Carmi
Carol Stream Park District
Don Carter (Lawrenceville)
Carterville
Casey
Dick Casper (Extension)
Cairo
Camp Allen, Inc. (New Hampshire)
Carlyle Reservoir
Centerville
Central Illinois Council of
United Methodist Churches
Central Illinois Council of
United Methodist Churches
(Bloomington)
Champaign County
Champaign County Audubon Society
Champaign County Nursing Home
Champaign County Izaak Walton
League
Central Illinois Water Reservoirs
Cerro Gordo
Information on Recreation
in Illinois
SIU Community Education Legislation,
Community Education Survey,
ORPR "Visitation" Schedule,
Swimming Pool Study
Swimming Pool Study
Job Opportunity
Information on Worm Raising
ORPR "Visitation"' Schedule,
Follow-up Visit
Sv7i'jains Pool Study
Master's Extension Courses
Swimming Pool Feasibility Study
Consulting on Hiring New
Director
Observation of Developments
Park District Organization
Planning Meeting for Workshop
Workshop
Land Use Problems, Open Space
Planning, Policy Statement
Information
Display for Earth Week Display
for Thornbum School, Environmental
Displays and Programs
Program Evaluation, Project
Consultation
Planning for Display on League
Activities
Contacts with Advisors and
Regional Directors
Park and Recreation Planning
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Coonuulty or Agency
Champaign Park District
Champaign County Forest Preserve
District Advisory Conmittee
Champaign School System
Champaign Community
Champaign County Forest Preserve
District
Champaign-Urbana Community
Champaign County Extension
Champaign Hilton
Channel 13 (Dallas, Texas)
Chanute Air Force Base
Charleston
Carleston, South Carolina
Janet Charmals
Chenoa
Chester Mental Health Center
Chicago, City of
Involvement
4-H Project, Land AcquisitJ.on,
Kaufman Park Review, Park
Planning, Pick Dodds Park Review,
Planning for Handicapped, (C.I.S.H.)j
Easement Procedures and Forms,
Competitive Swimming, Community
Saainar, C-U LATER, Environmstital
Education Conferences, Great Lakes
Region Directorship, Nature Center,
IPRS, Recreation Program
Presentation, Environmental Education
and Pick Dodds Park
Proposed Job Description
for Director
BEH Grant, Environmental Education
Conferences, Video Tape - BEH
Project
Back Yard Prairies, lAPD Study,
Bikeway Feasibility Study,
Senior Citizen Programs
Recreation Planning, Acquisition
Planning, Site Inspection of
Facilities, Heartland Heritage
Days Canoe Races
Busey Woods Development,
C-U LATER Program, Community
Education Program, Community
Environmental Education Center,
Distribution of Materials
Town and Country Art Show
Meetings - BEH Project
BEH Video Tape
Job Opportunity Information
Parks and Recreation in Atwood
APRS Community Education Committee
BEH Advisory Committee
Swimming Pool Study
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Apartment Recreation Complexes.
Mini-Park Planning, Park Planning,
Recreational Game Plans, Recreation
Program Planning, Retirement Village
Plans
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Cotamunity or Af^ency
Chicago Boys Club
Chicago Corps of Engineers
Chicago Extension (Cooperative)
Chicago Circle Campus
Chicago Heights
Chicago Mental Health
Association
Chicago YMCA College
Chicago Ridge Park District
Chicago - Hamlin Club
Chicago Housing Authority
Chicago School System (2)
Christian County Private
Developer
Clinton
Committee on Allerton Park
Commission on Natural Areas (2)
(U. of I.)
Community College of Denver
Cooperative Extension Regional
Directors' Meeting
Consolidation of ERES into ORPR
Corry (California) • Todd (Urbana)
Crab Orchard Lake
Cunningham Children's Home
Liz Cordez (Alton)
Crest Hill
Joan Curran (Cicero)
Involvement
Job Opportunity Bulletin, Job
Vacancy
Richton Park District Information
Master's Degree Program,
Recreation Program Planning
Extension Master's Program
Management Study, Park Planning-
Interest Surveys Recreation
Survey
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped Information
BEH Project
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Provide Ecology Prints
Playground Development and
Maintenance
Environmental Education
Visited Golf Course Site and
Discussed Alternatives
Recreation Program Planning,
Park Planning and Development,
Park Site Analysis
Graphics and Photography,
Photographs of Lake Shelbyville
Outdoor Education Facilities,
The Burning of Trslease Prairie
BEH Curriculum Development
Environmental Education Workshop
Presentation
Consultant
Environmentalists
Hearing on Wilderness Designation
Ecology Slide Show, Leadership
Training Problems with Vandalism,
Outdoor Education, Staff
Consultation, Field Work in Busey
Woods, Recreation Program
Presentation
BEH Project
Swimming Pool Study
Town and Country Art Show
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Community or Agency
Clinton
Clarendon Hills
Clay County
Mr. Donald Clayton
Robsrt Cleckner, Bicycle
Institute of America
Clemson University
Barbara Cohen (Columbus, Ohio)
Coles County
Coles County Extension
College of Cortland (New York)
College of DuPage
College of Education (U, of I.)
Colllnsvllle
Coloma Park District
Colorado
Columbia 8 Missouri
Community College of Baltimore
(Maryland)
Community College of Denver
Cook County
Cook County Extension
Corps of Engineers Research Lab
Mourien Costouis
Council for Exceptional
Children (Virginia)
Council of Ministers
(Blocmington)
Ray Crepe (Downers Grove)
Cooperative Extension (Missouri)
Cooperative Extension Service
Involvement
Park Planning and Cost
Estimates, Swimning Pool Study
Swimming Pool Study
Fairgrounds Study
BEH Advisory Committee
Bike Trails
Cultural Arts Workshop Information,
Inforaatlon on Registration
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Information on Farm Mtiseum
Town and Country Art Show
Roving Leader Slides and Tape
BEH Curriculum Information,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Blrdhouse Information
Job Opportunitj' Bulletin,
Job Vacancy
NTRS Congress Plans
Extension Publications
BEH Project - Curriculum
Information
BEH Curriculum Development
Head Start Program
Workshop, Town and Country Art
Show, Publications
Proposal on Levee Bike Trails
Symposium Publication
BEH Project - Cassette Tape
Workshop
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Regional Recreation Specialist
Meeting
Tape Five Short Slots for Radio
on Outdoor Recreation
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CoTcmunity or Agency
Chlco, California
Child Advocary Project
(Boston, Massachusetts)
Children's Maiaorlal Hospital
(Chicago)
Children's Rehabilitation
Center (Minneapolis, Minn.)
Chillicothe
Christian County
Christian County - Private
Developer
Cincinnati Recreation Conmisslon
Cinema Pictures, Inc. (California)
City of Des Moines
City of Galesburg
City of Johnston City
City of Ketering, Ohio
City of Los Angeles
City of Oak Park Recreation
Department
City Manager (Salem, Illinois)
Louise Dailey (Vocational
Rehabilitation)
Richard Daley (Chicago)
Thomas Daman (Peoria)
Danville
Danville Junior College
Dr. Davis (North Salem, N.Y.)
DeKalb County Forest Preserve
District
City of DeKalb
DeKalb County
DeKalb County Extens lor.
Involvement
Symposium Follow-up
BEII Curriculum Information
BEH Project - Delphi
Research Information
Swimming Pool Study
Golf Courses
Golf Course & Subdivision
Information
OTRS
BEII Project ~ Film Review
Job Opportunity
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Workshop
Job Vacancy
Job Vacancy
Extension Master's Program
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Master's Extension Courses
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Outdoor Education Program, Plans
for Sanitary Facilities
Analysis of Environmental Area
Algae Treatment
Park Planning
School-Park Agreements
Comprehensive County Planning,
Fairgrounds Study, Information
on County Park and Recreation
Open Space Standards
Town and Country Art Show
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Cogtnunj-ty or Agency
Departmant of Local
Government Affairs
Department of Correction
Department of Education
(Pennsylvania)
Department of Conservation
Department of Conservation
(Danville)
Department of Conservation
(Gresg Tichacer)
Department of Public Health
(Illinois)
Department of Mental Health
Department of Natural Resources
(Atlanta, Georgia)
Department of Parks and
Recreation (Grinnell, Iowa)
Department of Recreation
(Washington, D.C.)
Decatur (Cooperative Extension)
DesPlaines
Kenneth DeVeoux (Jacksonville)
Penny Devin (Hoffman Estates)
Didactic Films
District 10 Cooperative Extension
Nate Dixon
Division of Vocational Education
and ReHabilitation
Involvement
Reviexj Athens Park Plan,
Consultant Services for State
Agencies
County Park, Workshop
Information
BEH Films
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Vacancies, Inter-Department
Cooperation, Office of Community
Affairs, Ministers ' Conference,
Recreation and Tourism Conference;
Research Study, User Grant, Tovm
and Country Art Show, Workshop
Ranger Workshop
Survey of Private Campgrounds
in Illinois
Pool Workshops, Youth Gamp
Health and Safety
Job Opportunity
Job Listings
Job Vacancy
NTRS
Plan Therapeutic Recreation
Workshop
Park District Program Tour,
IFRS Committee Business,
Conference Evaluation,
Facility Financing, Mini-Park
Planning, State Conference
Job Vacancy
Publications
BEH Project Film Review
Ideas on Campground Ox<7ners
Workshop
BEH Advisory Committea
BEH Publication, BEH Curriculum
Development
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Coqnatjnlty or Agency
Dixon
Dixon Park District
Dixon State School
Dixon Extension Office
Division of State Parks and
Memorials
Division of Planning (Columbus
,
Ohio)
Dolton
DuQuoin
DuPage County
DuPage County Forest Preserve
District
DuPage County Extension
Douglas County Extension
Dubuque > Iowa
Downey Veterans Hospital
Downers Grove Park District
Dundee
Dundee Township Park District
Eastern Illinois University
East Alton
East Moline
Edwardsville
Involvement
Fall Conference, Recreation
Centers in LaSalle County,
ITRS Newsletter
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Vacancy
3EH Competency Identification,
Delph Input
Town and Country Art Show
Hiking and Biking Trails
ORPR Procedures
Personnel Information
ORPR "Visitation" Schedule
Consultation, Demonstration
Forest
Evaluation of Proposed School
Camping Program and New Park,
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Vacancy, Personnel
Information, Discuss
Environmental Education Center
Tovra and Country Art Show
Town and Country Art Show,
Workshop
Park Planning Kit
Delphi Input - BEH Project
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Oakbrook Terrale Bike Path
Inter-city Program Film
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Environmental Education Program
Community Involvement in
Environmental Education,
Survey of Graduate Students
Southern Illinois Park and
Recreation Meeting, Workshop
Park & Recreation Organization
Therapeutic and Environmental
Workshops
Edwardsville Extension Town and Country Art Show
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CoEggunity or Ap.ency
East Moline State Hospital
East Peoria
Edgar County
Edgar County Extension Adviser
Effingham County
El Paso
Eldorado
Eldorado-Raleigh Park District
Elk Grove Park District
Elmhurst
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Environetic Research Corporation
Environmental Association of
Illinois
Eureka High School
Evanston
Evanston Art and Nature Center
Evanston Park & Recreation
Department
3vad Exton (Mascoutah)
Involvement
BEH Competency Identification,
Delphi Input , Employment
,
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Training Information
Park And Recreation Workshop
Environmental Education
Workshop, Park Planning,
Private Recreation Development,
Coordination of Recreation
Services, Recreatr'on Program
Tour, Staff Training
Outdoor Education Program
Fairf^rounds- Study, Private
Recreation Development
,
Playground Equipaent
Playground Eqv.lpmert
Swimming Pool Study
Workshop and Informational
Meeting, Follow-up
Correspondence - October Visit
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Community Education Legistlation,
IPRS Committee, Park District
Program Tour, Tennis Court
Standards, Job Opportunity
Bulletin, Master's Extension
Courses, Review Acquisition
Criteria, NRPA
Park Planning Kit
LaSalle County Questionnaire
Environmental Education and
the Community
Career Information, Talked
to Students on Opportunities
in Parks and Recreation
Program Publicity Brochures,
Model Municipal Ordinance,
Community Education Legislation
Interpretive Materials
See Facilities and Discuss
Organization, Community Seminar
Job Opportunity Bulletin
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Community or Agency
Fairview Heights
Falrleigh-Dicklnson University
Fall Mountain YMCA (Vermont)
Farmer City
Lee Farraro
Mark Faulkner (Carbondale)
Judith Fischer (Chicago)
Mary Ann Fisher (Assumption)
500 Registered Members - NTRS
Flanagan
Flint, Michigan
Florida State University
Edith Flynn
Forest Park Park District
Forest Preserve, County
Conservation and River
Conservancy Districts
Ft. Riley, Kansas
Ft. Stellacoom, Washington
40 Illinois High Schools
Foss Park District
4-H Camp (Jacksonville)
Frankfort Community Park
District
Franklin County
Franklin County Extension
Franklin Park Park District
Freeburg
Franklin Grove
Dr. William Freeberg
Involvement
Park Site Planning
Manual of Operations
Publications
Swimming Pool Study
Job Opportunity
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Competency Survey
Swimming Pool Study
School-Park Contracts
Publication
Symposium Publication
I'laster's Extension Courses
Services of ORPR
Training Program
NTRS Past-Presidents' Council
BEH Student Recruitment
Job Opportunity
Environmental Education
Workshop
Ice Skating Surfaces,
Workshop
Conversion of Fairgrounds to
Recreation, Transfer Fair-
grounds to Benton, Evaluate,
Private Campground Information
Follow-up Correspondence -
October Visit, Town and
Country Art Show
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Workshop
Svjinmlng Pool Study
Park Planning
BEH Advisory Committee
•..'T .
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Comaunlty or Agency
Freeport Park District
Fremont Park and Recreation
Department (Nebraska)
Fulton
Fulton County Extension
Future Farmers of America
Galesburg Recreation Department
Galesburg Research Hospital
Garden Show (Park Forest)
Genesse County Park and
Recreation Committee (Michigan)
Genese
Geneva Park District
Geneva
George Washington University
George Williams College
Gifford
Girls Clubs of America
Catherine Glad in
Glen Ellyn Park District
Glencoe
Glencoe Park and Recreation
District
Glendale Heights Recreation
Coimnission
Glenwood School District
Ann Glesne (Fairlee, Vermont)
Involvement
Conference Evaluation,
Land Acquisition Funds,
Environmental Education
Center, Park and Recreation
Conference, Promotional
Brochure, Attitude and
Interest Open Survey
Job Vacancy
Park District Referendum,
Park District Organization
Toxm and Country Art Show
Environmental Awareness
Involvement, Action and
Involvement Interest in
Clean-up of Middle Fork
Campaign
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Placement, Job Vacancy
Environmental Education,
Nature Prints
Job Descriptions and
Policy Statement
ORPR Services
Job Opportunity
School Playground Plans
Management Institute
Therapeutic Recreation
Curriculum Information
Park Development
Potential Job Listings
Symposium Publication
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Opportunity
Revenue Sharing Study
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Workshop
Job Vacancies
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Community or Agency
Godfrey
Grambllng College
Granik, Carter, Bracket
t
Green County
Green Meadows Girl Scout Council
Governor's State (Smith)
Granite City
Granite Mental Health Center
Greeley, Colorado
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Grundy County
Joseph Gryzlak
Guardian Angel Institute (Joliet)
Scout Gunn
Gurnee
Kathleen Halberg
Allen Halberg (Vermont)
Hamilton Cooperative Extension
Carroll Harmachea
Harrisburg
Linda Hartwig (Peoria)
Harvard
Harvard University
Paul Harvey
Harvey Park District
Greg Hatch (Champaign)
Gene Hayes (California^
Involvement
Park Planning
Job Opportunity
BEH Instructors
Discussed Alternative Possibilities
for County Park System
Camp Development and Programs,
Long Range Camping Programs
Community Environmental Education
Facility Development
lAPD Study, Softball Officials'
Clinic
BEH Instructor Applicant
Adventure Playground
Job Opportunities
Concepts for Illinois-Michigan
Canal Area, Talk on Illinois
and Michigan Canal (Extension
Council)
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Advisory Committee
IPRS Registration Committee
S3rajposium Publication
Publications
4-H Workshop
Symposium Publication
lAPD Study, Park District
Planning and Management,
Softball Officials' Clinic,
Workshop
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Swimming Pool Study
Curriculum Information
Comrais sioner s ' Seminar
Job Information
Job Vacancies
NTRS Committee, S)raiposlum
Publication
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Community or Agency
Martin Heckard (Canton, 111.)
Don Henkel (Washington, D.C.)
Heed School
Hennepin
Henry
Mrs. Alvln Hepner (Kewannee)
Heritage Center (Monticello)
Herrln
Highland Park
Hickory Hill
Bill Hill man (BEH - Washington,
D.C.)
Hillsboro
Hinsdale
Paul Hippolitus (Presi.dent 's
Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped)
Hoffman Estates Park District
Jim Hohm
ChrletJjne Hoist
Homewood-Flossmooi: Park District
Hometown
Ed Hood (Coeur D'Alene, Idaho)
Harold Hopkins
Ton Horen (Arizona)
Carol Howa (Lincoln State School)
Mrs. James Hewlett
Hume
Involvement
Town and Country Art Show
NTRS Institute
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
SwimTning Pool Study
Golf Course Planning,
Park and Recreation
Organization, Park Site Plan
Publication
Display
Park District Management,
Follow-up Visit
State Conference Planning,
Recreation and Park Tax
Levies, Follow-up on ORPR
Study (Pezoldt)
Craft Exhibit
BEH Project Consultant
Meeting, Report National
Consultants Meeting
Park Planning
Highland Park Study,
Model Municipal Ordinance
Committee Report
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Advisory Committee,
ITRS-NTRS Liaison
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Comprehensive Planning,
Job Placement, IPRS Committee
Community Education Legislation
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Advisory Committee
RTRS Committee
Visit to Lincoln State School
Town and Country Art Show
Park Planning
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Conanunity or Agency
Fred Humphrey (Temple University)
Byron Hutchins (Extension Adviser)
Henry
Illinois Agricultural Assoc.
Illinois Association of Park
Districts
Illinois Board of Higher
Education
Illinois Braille School
Holbrook Prears
Illinois Department of
Conservation
Illinois Department of
Transportation
Illinois Director of Tourism
Illinois Division of State
Parks (District 5)
Illinois Junior College Board
Illinois Crafts Directory
Illinois Craft Directory and
Champaign Mall Art Festival
Planning Committee
Illinois Career Education
Journal
Illinois Central College
Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency - Publication Div.
Illinois-Michigan Canal
Illinois Nursing Home Assoc.
Involvement
Bureau of Education for
Handicapped Consultants
Meeting
Tourism Publication, Bulletin
Board Information
Park and Recreation Organization
Farm Sports Festival
Notification of New Park Districts
in Illinois ; Cotnmunity Seminar,
Commissioners' Seminar, P.evenue
Sharing Survey, Correspondence
Course, State Conference
BEH Curriculum Development
EEH Curriculum Development
BEK Res-^urce Material
Environmental Education,
State Park Rangers Training,
Open Space Program
Bike Safety and Feasibility
Studies, Coordination of
Bikeways
State-wide Calendar of Events
Rangers' Training Workshop
BEH Project
Proposed Directory
Display of Natural History
Prints - Materials
BEH Curriculum Information
BEH Project - Junior College
Involvement, Curriculum
Information
Environmental Education
Development Ideas and Pictures
Workshop Plans
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Community or Agency
Illinois Park and Recreation
Society
IPRS Publications Committee
Illinois Power Company
Illinois School for the Deaf
Illinois Security Hospital
Illinois State Library
(Illinois Document Unit)
Illinois State Psychiatric
Institute
Illinois Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Illinois State University
Illinois Therapeutic Recreation
Society
Illinl Union
Illinois Valley Community College
Ina
Independent Study Program
Institute of Environmental
Quality
Involvement
BEll Student Scholarships,
Campus Workshop, Job
Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Opportunity Statement,
NRPA Personnel Inventory,
Planners Breakfast, Publications
Committee, BEH Project, Mailing
Lists, ITRS Newsletter, Submitted
Article on "Linear Recreation Kays,"
Job Opportunity Workshops, 1973
Conference, Pesticide Clinics News
Release, Job Opportunity Bulletin
Subscription Fee, Roving Leader
Tape, Commissioners' Seminar
Publications Policy
Site Evaluation of Recreation
Project, Recreation Planning
of Clinton Project, Consultants
List, Scenic Rivers Bill
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Competency Identification,
Delphi Input, Job Opportunities,
Survey of Private Campgrounds
in Illinois (3)
BEH Competency Identification,
Delphi Input, Video Taping,
Field Practicum Meeting
Director of High Schools
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Workshops
Board of Directors Meeting,
Conference Planning, Newsletter,
Elections, State Advisory Council
Information Display of Photos and
Interpretive Materials of Natural
History, Mom's Day Program
Camp Planning
Follow-up on Visit
Environmental Education and
Associated Programs
Environmental Education
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Community or Agency
Indiana State University
Indianapolis, Indiana
Indianapolis Park and
Recreatlnn District
Innovations Magazine
Instructional Resources (U. of I.)
Instructional Television (U. of I,
International Water Resources
Association
Iowa City, Iowa
Iowa State University
Illinois Community College Board
Jacksonville
Jackson County Extension
Jacksonville, Florida
Jefferson County Extension
David Jewell
Jewish Community Centers
Jerry Jordon (Pennsylvania)
JoDaviess County
JoDaviess County Extension
Johnson County - Private
Developer
Leon Johnson (U. of Missouri)
Involvement
BEH Curriculum Information,
Writing Chapter for TR Book,
BEH Job Applicant, Information
Exchange, Employment Information,
NRPA Congress, ORPR Job Descriptions,
Student Assistance, NSDA Survey
Proj ect
Community Education Survey
Coordinated Services
BEH Curriculum Infoirmation
BEH Project Evaluation,
Curriculum Development
)Video Taping - BEH Project
Meeting with Dr. Chow, President,
Program Suggestions
Bureau of Education for Handicapped
Job Mart Information,
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society History, Placement
Services, TR Legislation
Information
BEH Project Curriculum Proposal,
Curriculum Development, Training
Consultation, Curriculum P-:"lew
Camp Survey, Recreation Interest
Survey, Recreation Program in
Havana, Therapeutic and Environ-
mental Workshops
Town and Country Art Show
Curriculum Information
Follow-up Correspondence for
October Visit
ITRS Newsletter
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Private Campground Information,
Town and Country Art Show
Information on Golf Courses and
Driving Ranges
Article for BEH Project Newsletter
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CoTiimunity or Agency
Johnston City
Involvement
City Parks and Recreation,
Visit Schedule, Follow-up
Visit
Johnson Wax Company (Racine, Wis.) Planning Sites for Industrie!
Recreation
Joliet
Joliet Junior College
Joliet Park District
Joint Services Program (Calif.)
Jonesville, Wisconsin
Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation
Journal of Leisure Research
Ronald Justin (Villa Park)
Kalispell, Montana
Kalamazoo Community College
Kankakee
Kankakee State Hospital
Kansas City, Missouri
Kansas State University
Ted Kauadas (Illinois Parks and
Recreation Foundation)
Carolyn Kearns (Champaign School
District)
lAPD Board Meeting, lAPD Study,
Tennis Court Surfaces
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
California Job Bulletin
Employment Information
NTRS State Advisory Council
Nomination to Position of
Associate Editor
Master's Extension Courses
County Parks and Recreation
Therapeutic Recreation
Curriculum Information
Municipal Recreation
BEH Project, Staff Development
Coranissioners' Seminar, Community
Seminar, NTRS, Job Vecancy
Job Vacancy
BSH Grant
Video Taping
Keith Erickson (Corps of Engineers)Recreational Design Competition
Kristie Kestila (Carbondale)
Austin Kimball (Catlln, 111.)
Kinkaid Lake-Reeds Creek
Conservation District
Kings Bourough Community College
Bob Klein (Lombard)
BCnox College (Galesburg)
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Tovm and Country Art Show
Review of Facilities and
Operation
Therapeutic Recreation
Curriculum Information
Job Opportunity
Lecture, Display, Art Showing
Kodak Company Associate, D. Frank, Environmental and Graphic
(Rochester, N.Y.) with group Materials Interest

- 59 -
Community or Apiency
Fred Kraus
Yvonne Kruger (Chicago)
Dr. L. Kuipers (Carbondale)
Stan Labanowich
Lacon
LaCrosse, Wisconsin
Lake County
Lake County Forest Preserve
District
Lake Forest Park District
Lake Forest
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Lakeland College (Helen Smith)
Don Lamb (Sturgio, Ky.)
Roger Lancaster (Calgary, Canada)
Landscape Architecture
Dan Lang (Region 5)
Langsford Publishing Company
Lan-Oak Park District (Lansing)
Kathy LaPlant
LaSalle County
Lawrence County Extension
Ken Lawrence (Pennsylvania)
Lawrenceville
Lee County
Lee County Extension Adviser
Lehman College (New York)
Linda L'Esperance (Mass.)
Dr. Roy Levitt
Involvement
S3nnposium Publication
BEH Project - Delphi
Town and Country Art Show
BEH Project - Instructional
Resources
Swimming Pool Study
Enplo3nnent Information,
Registration Information
Attitude/Interest Survey,
Lifetime Sports Workshop
Attitude/ Interest Survey,
Job Vacancy, Questionnaire
Interpretation
Extension Master's Courses
Model Municipal Ordinance
Educational Information,
Career Information
BEH Project Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Seminar, Discussion with May Watts
of "Reading the Landscape" Text
Fame
Information on Tourism
BEH Transparencies
Information on ORPR Services
Job Vacancies
Recreation Area Sanitation,
Materials for Camper Workshop
Town and Country Art Show
NTRS Committee
Recreation Complex
4-H Camp and Canoe Camping
4-H Camp Program and Plans,
Therapeutic Recreation Information
Curriculum Information
NTRS Institute
BEH Advisory Committee
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ConnunJLty or Agency
Lewistown
John Lewko
Lilsip Park District
George Lilstat (Danville)
Jane Limehouse
Lincoln
Lincoln Hall Nursing Center
Lincoln Land Conmunity College
Lincoln Park District
Lincoln Trails Boy Scout
Council (Decatur)
Lincoln State School
Llncolnwood
Litchfield, Minnesota
Little City
Littlestone Company (Chicago)
Littlestone Company (DesPlaines)
Live Oak, Florida
Lockport Historical Society
Lockport
Lockport Park District
John E. Logan Conmunity College
(Carbondale)
Lonado Taft Field Station
(Oregon, 111.)
Long Grove
Longwood Elementary School
(Glenwood)
Lyndon State College
Robert Lytle (Oak Park)
Macklnau
Involvement
Ministers' Retreat
BEH Project - Instructional
Resources
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Vacancy
NTRS Information
Recreation Center Feasibility
Registration Information
BEH Project Involvement
Job Vacancies
New Boy Scout Camp
BEH Competency Interviews,
Staff Interviews
Recreation Program Planning
Job Opportunity
BEH Conip3tency Identification,
Delphi Input
Job Opportunities
Job Vacancy
APRS Committee Work
Use of Illinois-Michigan Canal
Swimming Pool Study
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Vacancy, NRPA Internship
BHH Project Development
Environmental Education
Conferences
Park District Goals and
Objectives, Park District Operations
Workshop
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Eulletin
Park Planning - Facilities and
Programs, Discussed Beach Project,
Park and Recreation laformatlon

- 61 -
Cotmnunlty or Agency
MacoEib
Macon County
Madden Zone Center
Madden Zone Center
Mahomet
Susan llalcom (Alabama)
Malcom X Community College
Malta
Manteno State Hospital
Marion
Marquette Heights
Marquette School (Champaign)
Marrowbone Park District
Marshall
Fred Martin (Ontario, Canada)
Massac County
Massachusetts Committee on the
Employment of Handicapped
Massachusetts Department of
Natural Resources
Involvepent
Therap;'utic and Environmental
Woikshops, F^rk District
Organization
Site Inspection Lake Decatur
and Springer Laks Area
Thairapeutic Recreation
Legislation Information
BEH Competency Identification
Park and Recreation Organization,
Attitude/Interest Survey, Park
and Recreation Agency
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project
Recr.-^atlon Organization in
Waterman
BEH Competency Identification,
Delphi Input, BEH Field
Prj.cticum Meeting, Employment
Assistance, Job Opportunity
Bulletin., Job Opportunity,
Prccram Evaluation, Workshop
Planning
Park and Recreation Special
Study, Resource Information,
St. Peter Park Plans, Follow-up
Correspondence for October Visit,
Swiuiing Pool Workshop
Park and Recreation Information,
Park Facilities and Programs
BEH Project Video Tape
Park District Management
Park Planning in West Union,
Environmental Education
Workshop
BEH Project - TRIC System
Legal Liability of Recreation
Use, Information on County-wide
Park District
NTRS Committee
Canal Project for Recreation and
State-wide Plan
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Community or Agency
Clarence Mayberry
Mattoon
Mendota
Mesa College (Colorado)
Metcalf
Methodist Churches
Metropolis
Meyers Zone Center
Miami Dade Junior College
Michigan State University
Mid-Missouri Mental Health
Menard Psychiatric Hospital
Mary Miller (Ohio)
Milwaukee Industrial Recreation
Council
Milwaukee Corrective Workshop
Milwaukee Recreation
Department (Wilson)
Minneapolis Park and Recreation
Board
Mishawaka, Indiana
Arthur E. Mittelstaedt and
Associates (Bohemia, New York)
Bessie Mitzel (Hummelstown, Pa.)
Maine-Niles Association
Katrine Mitzkat
Tony Mobley (Penn State U.)
Moline
Moline Valley College
Montgomery County Recreation
and Park Department (Dayton)
Involvement
NRPA
Attitude/Interest Survey,
Park Recreation Planning
Swinming Pool Study
BZJI Project Curriculum Infoirmation
Park Planning
Retreat Preparation
Organizatf.on of County Park
District, Referendum Information,
Swiinning Pool Study, Tourism
De/elopment
BEH Project Field Practicum
Meeting
BEH Project Articulation
Competency Materials,
Therapeutic Recreation
Curriculum Information
NTRS States Advisory Coinmittee
llid-.-est Correctional Workshop
NTRS Committee
Consult imt
BEH Project Video Tapes
BEH Curriculum Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
School-Park Agreements
Request for ORPR Brochures
Reprixi; Rights, Resource Materials
Bill Field Practicun Meeting
Pool Workshop
Special Research Project
Park Site Planning and Review
BEH Curriculum Development
Job Vacancy
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Comntunity or Agency
Montlcello
Moraine Valley Community College
Morton
Jeff Moss
Mounds City
Mt. Carroll
Mt. Hood Coiamunlty College
(Oregon)
Mt. Morris
Mt. Prospect Park District
Mt. Pulaski
Mt. Royal College (Alberta,
Canada)
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon Assistant City
Manager
Multi-County Meeting (Shelby
and Moultrie)
Dorothy Mullen
Muncie, Indiana
Murphysboro
Muscular Dystrophy Association
of America, Inc.
Moweagua
Involvenent
Meeting with Planning Commission
on Parks and Open Space, Planning
Infcrmatioii
BE-I Curriculum Development,
BEH Instructor, BEH Student
Kticruitment, BEH Consultants
Meeting, Contract Negotiations
Swinmiing Pool Study
13TRS Institute
Historical Development and
Recreation-rarks Improvements,
Community Workshop, Day Camp
Planning, Contemporary and
Adventure Playgrounds, County
Recreation Programs
Swimming Pool Study
Curriculua Information
Swimming Pool Study
Job Opportunity Bulletin
lAPD Study
BEll Project - Curriculum
Information
Workshop and Informational Meeting
Follow-up Correspondence -
October Visit
Lake Shelbyville and Central
Illinois Reservoir Project
Symposium Publication
Community Education Legislation,
Community Education Survey,
Commu?iity Education Workshop,
School-Park Contracts
County Extension Meeting,
Recreation Programs
BEH Resource Library,
E3H Film, 1975 Midwest Symposium
on Therapeutic Recreation
Park Planning
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Community or Agency
Reid McBride (Ohio)
Francis McCann
McDonough County
McDonough County Extension
McFadzean and Everly (Chicago)
McFadzean and Everly (Winnetka)
McFarland Zone Center
Janette McGranahan (New York
Protestant Welfare Agencies)
McHenry County
McHenry County Conservation
District
McLean County
McLeansboro
McPherson, Kansas
Napervllle
Naperville Park District
National Association for Retarded
Citizens (New York)
National Capitol Park Service
National Easter Seal Society
National Foundation for the
Blind
National Industrial Recreation
Association
National Institute of Health
(Bethesda)
National Institute on Mental
Retardation
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society
In-^rolTrangnt
Therapeutic Recreation Journal
BEH Advisory Committee
Private Recreational
Developnent
ToTfli and Country Art Show
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Survey
BEH Competency Identification,
BEII Project - Delphi In.?ut
NTRS Conference
Gravel Pit Recreation Area
Inforinp.tion on Facilities,
Jo"; Opportunity Bulletin
Evergreen Lake Project, Review
Development Plans and Blkeway
Information
Swinming Pool Study
Highland Park Survey
Swimmirg Pool Standards
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project - FilTa Review
NTRS
Request for Publications
Special Video Project,
Workshop Planning, Curriculum
Development
Job Vacancy
NTRS
BEH Curriculum Information
BEH Competency Identification,
BEH Delphi Input, Extension Course,
Program Evaluation, Research
Information, Special Research Project

- 65 -
Community or Agency
National Recreation and Park
Association (KRPA)
National Paraplegic Foundation
National l-Jheelchair Athletic
Association (New York)
National Park System (New South
Wales, Australia)
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society (NTRS)
Natural Areas Study Groups
Natural History Survey
John Nesbitt (U. of Iowa)
Romayne Neumann (Aurora)
New Baden
New Lenox Conmiunity Park District
New York City
New York University
New York University Medical
Center
Niles Park District
Norfolk, Virginia
Norridge Park District
Northbrook
Involveaent
Prepare for Congress, Resource
Infornation, State Therapeutic
Recreation Development, Youth
Canp Safety Project, Professional
Registration, Job Placement, Job
Listings, Management Aids, National
Council Cha5.rmanship , Code of Ethics,
National Recreation Research
Application Workshop
Allied Health Committee,
Conference Planning
BEH Project - Video Tapes
Assistance with Preservation of
Aboriginal Artifacts, Visitation
Glenbrook, New South Wales Plant
Center
BEH Project Consultants Meeting,
Candidate Selection, BEH Resource
and Development, BEH Training
Standards, Membership Listing,
Mid-year Board Meeting, Nominations
Committee, Past Presidents' Council,
Preparation for Congress, Recruitment
Information, State Report, Board of
Directors, NTRS Budget
Instructional Materials
Environmental Education Conferences
BEH Project Consultants Meeting
Town and Country Art Show
Swimming Pool Study
Commissioner's Seminar
Park Planning Kit
BEH Project Consultants Meeting
BEH Curriculum Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Program Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Attitude/Interest Survey,
Promotional Brochures

- 66 -
Conmunity or Agency
Northbrook Park District
Northern 4-H Camp Association
Northfield
North Carolina Recreation and
Park Society
North Carolina State U.
North Chicago (Foss Park District)
North Dakota State U.
Northend Ch?mpaign
North Suburban Special
Recreation Association
North Texas State U.
Northxv'alk Conmunity College
(Connecticut)
Tim Nugent
Oak Forest
Oak Forest Hospital
Oak Park
Oak Park Park District
Oakbrook Terrace
Oakland County Park and
Recreation Commission (Michigan)
Office of Conmunity Recreation
Service (Concord, New Hampshire)
Olney
Olympia Fields Park District
Gerald O'Morran
Involvemgnt
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Opportui-.ity
Information on Survey of High
Schools and Environmental
Education
SwiciHing Pool Study
Job Vacancy Listing
Job Vacancy
Policy llanual
Park Planning Information
Outdoor Education
Funding Information
BEH Project Consultants Meeting,
Job Vacancy, Texas Workshop,
Therapeutic Recreaticn Historical
Information
BEH Project - Curriculum
Information
BEH Project - Instructional
Resources
Attitude/Interest Survey,
Teen Programs
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity, Model Municipal
Ordinance, Coiviniinity Education
Legislation, Publication Committee
Master's Degree Extension Courses
Promotional Brochure
Job Vacancy
Personnel Recruitment
Job Listings
Recreation Development on
City Reservoirs
Community Seminar
Symposium Publication
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Conmimlty or Agency
Onarga
Open Lands Project (Chicago)
Oregon, Illinois
Oregon State Highway Division,
Park and Recreation Branch
James Orton (Boulder, Colorado)
Oswego
Palatlna Park District
Palatine Rural Park District
Pales Heights
Palos Rills
David Park (NTRS)
Park Forest
Park Forest Park District
Park Forest South
Parkland Conmunity College
Paris
George Patrick (Adler Zone Center)
Pavmee
Pearl City
In^^olver^'?nt
SwlTHining Pool Study
Environmental Education Conferences,
Nature Prints, Garden Show,
National Env:lron:n-3ntal Education
AGsociation Conference Arrangements
Swimming Pool Study
Job Listings
Job Opportamlty Bulletin
Swimmins Pool Study
Therapeutic Recreation Information,
Graduate Program
Park District Planning
Budgeting Practices (Pezoldt)
,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
B'Zil Contract,
Swinming Pool Study
BEII Consultants Meeting,
NRr/- Congress Planning,
Syniposiua rublication
Environmental Education Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Park Planning Information
BEH Consultants Meeting, Curriculum
Development, EEH Instructor Recruit-
ment, Contract Negotiations,
Environmental Education Conferences,
Prairie Preservation, BEH National
Consultants Meeting
Community Park and Recreation
Programs, Staff Training, Swimming
Pool Study, A-H Programs
Delphi Input - BEH Project,
BEH Field Practicum, Symposium
Publication, BEH Competencies
Park District Organization
Evaluation and Park Planning
Suggestions, Park Design,
Coanunity Education
Pana Golf Course Plans

- 68 -
Community or Agency
Pekin
Pekln Park District
Paris, Illinois (Cooperative
Extension)
Pennsylvania Easter Seal Society
Penn State University
Peoria
Peoria Regional Center
Peoria Housing Authority
Peoria Regional Center
Perry County
Perry County Handicapped Camp
Petersburg
Jerry Phillips
Philo
Phoenix, Arizona
Physical Plant (U. of I.)
Pike County
Pinckneyville
Piatt County
Pleasant Hill
Involvement
Community Education, Revenue
Sharing Survey ^ Job Referral,
Senior Citizen Prcgraas, ^j-H
Area Planning
Camp Area Potential DevcAopment
,
R.^port on Camp Area Analysis,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Consult on Therapeutic Recreation
Camp
Job Recota:j.".endation
BE!! Project Curriculum Information,
BEH Video Taping, Educational
Inforaation, NRPA Survey Committee,
NTRS, Student Assistance
Community Education, Community
Education Workshop, Conference
Plans, lAPD Study, Position
Vacancy, Senior Citizen Survey,
Tennis Court Comtruction, Salem
Survey, Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Extension Master's Degree Program
Park District Relations with
University of Illinois
Job Vacancy
Relationships v/ith Peoria Park
District
Fairgrounds Study
Program Infonuation
Park Planning in Athens, Tourism
Information
Graduate School Recommendation
Park District Organization
National Recreation and Parks
Association Committee
Swimming Pool Winterization
Practices
Private Recreational Development
Swimming Pool Study
Private Recreation Development
Swimming Pool Study
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Comnunltv or Agency
Polo Park District
Janet Pomeroy (California)
Pontiac
Dr. L. Phipps
David Poremba (Westchester)
Posen Park District
Prairie Grove Environmental
Association
Prairie Studios (Springfield)
President's Conmittee on
Employment of the Handicapped
(Washington, D.C.)
Pritzker Children's Hospital
Professional Arts (California)
Prentice Hall Publishing Co.
Psychiatric Cinema Register
(Pennsylvania)
Puerto Rico
Pulaski County
Jim Pullen (Metropolis)
Putman County
Putman Extension Office
Progress School
Elgin Rehabilitation Center
Champaign County Head Start
Drexel Home (Chicago)
Center for Educational Research
and Learning
Involvement
Park Site Planning and Design,
Swicming Pool Study
NTRS Committee
Park Site Plan,
Recreation Interest Survey,
Coiamunity Education Legislation
BEK Project Related Literature
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Recreation Center Programs,
Review and Comment on Plans,
Personr.el Recruitment
Assist with Proposal for Community
Environmental Education Program,
Environmental Education Conferences,
To Travel Nationally on Environmental
Education
Nature Prints
National Forua on Recreation for
the Handicapped, Project Report,
NTRS Coanittee, Publication
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH 16MM Film, Film Review
BEH Resource Materials
BEH Project Film Review
Mayaguez Project
Private Development Information,
Reviewed Area and Made Recommodations
Town and Country Art Show
Enviromnental Education
Conference on the Development of
Local Environmental Education
Facilities and On-site Visitation
of Instructional Resources
BEK Field Practicum Meeting
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
Silk Print Process for
Educational Purposes

- 70 -
Community or Agency
Qulncy
John Qulnn (Extension Adviser)
Rantoul Recreation Commission
Martha Rapier (Kankakee)
Jack Razors
Recreation Center for the
Handicapped (San Francisco)
Recreation Sub-committee (Shawnee)
Regalia Manufacturing Company
Regional Planning, Champaign
County (Beeker)
Regional NRPA Office
Rehabilitation Institute (Chicago)
Rand Lake Conservation District
Research Hospital (Galesburg)
Restaurant and Service Committee
Richmond, Virginia
Rlchton Park
River Trails Park District
River Grove
Rochester
Rock Island
Rock Island Extension
Rock Valley College
Rockford
Involvement
Swimming Pool Operations
Possible New Programs and
Projects
Merger Consultation (Pezoldt)
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Project - Instructional
Resources
Workshop Planning
Recreation and Development Project
Town and Country Art Show Ribbons
Inventory of Natural Areas
Commissioners' Seminar
BEH Project Video Tapes,
BEH Project - Delphi
Field Inspection of Areas and
Review of Project, Information
on Landscape Design
BEH Competency Identification,
BEH Project - Delphi Input
Southern Illinois Tourism and
Development Council
NTRS Code of Ethics
Recreation Planning and Park
Organization, .Referendum Plans
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Instructor Recruitment
Park Planning Information
Community Education Legislation,
Park Planning in Mollne,
Model Municipal Ordinance
Town and Country Art Show
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Gold Medal Competition,
Coiounlty Education Legislation,
Parks and Recreation In Byron,
Therapeutic Recreation Workshop,
Graduate Student Survey
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Community or Agency
Rolling Maadows Park District
Romeoville
Mrs. Harold Rose (Galva)
Johnson Rosalie
Rochelle Park District
Roodhouse
Rossille Gallery
Marcy Rowe (Chicago)
Royal Ottawa Hospital
Mr. Bearl Runyon (Kokomo, Ind.)
Rushville
Saundus Press
Hadley Read (Ag Conintunications)
Schaumburg Park District
Harold Scheldt
Joe Schultz (Springfield)
Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital
(Chicago)
Bob Szyman
Science Education Center
(Tennessee)
Seattle Department of Parks
and Recreation
Sesser
Shabbona
Shawnee Park District Authority
Mary Lee Shea
Shelby County
Involvement
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Community Education Legislation,
Community Education Retreat
Publication
Nature Prints
Park System Planning,
Pond Dredging
County Parks and Recreation
Nature Prints
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Student Reference
Letter of Reference
Swimming Pool Study
BEH Resource Materials
Envlroi'iEir!".tal Education
Pool User Survey,
Commispioners' Sem5.nar
BEH Advisory Committee
Job Opportunity Bulletin
BEH Field Practicum Meeting,
BEH Project - Delphi Input,
BEH Project - Instructional
Resources
Environmental Education
ORPR Budget and Annual Report
Park and Youth Group Planning,
Follow-up Visit
Community Aesthetics and Park
Development, Parks and Beaut if ication
Information on Historical and
Recreation Development, Road
and House Numbering System,
Historical Preservation
BEH Advisory Committee
Park Planning and Grant
Information

- 72 -
Comaunity or Agency
Shelbyville
St. Charles Park District
St. Joseph
St. Joseph Mental Health Center
(Phoenix* Arizona)
St. Louis Christian Home
St. Louis, Missouri
St. Peter
Salem Park District
Salem Township
Saline County Extension
Salt Creek Park District
(Palatine)
Salt Pieter Care (Jackson County)
San Fernando Valley State U.
Sangamon County
Sangamon County Extension
Sangamon State University
Shriners Hospital (Chicago)
Sidney Township
Sidney Camp Site
Sierra Club (Great Lakes
Division)
Great Lakes District Advisory
Committee (NRPA)
Involvement
Park Plan for Tower Hill,
Recreation Center Plans
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Playground Program Plans,
Summer Program Planning,
Swimming Pool/Park District Flans
NTRS
Job Vacancy
Park Planning Kit
Park and Recreation Organization
Pool Operators' Clinic,
Swimming Pool Study
Outdoor Education in Park
Development
Follow-up Correspondence for
October Visit
Consultation, lAPD Study, Park
Planning Information
Amphitheater Information, Private
Recreation Project Information
National Therapeutic Recreation
Society
Conservation District Formation,
County Park and Recreation
Planning
Workshop
Cultural Arts Colloquuim,
Federal Government Leisure
Programs
BEH Field Practlcum Meeting,
BEH Project - Delphi Input
Playground Plans and Equipment,
Park and Recreation Facilities
Analysis
Trail Development
Environmental Education Display,
Guide Plans for Field Interpretation
History of District Conference
(Pezoldt)
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Conmunlty or Agency
Skokie Park District
Slahovek, Coinmunity Conservationist
(Champaign)
Slattery (Champaign)
Slippery Rock State College
Carla Gail Smith (Decatur)
Social Rehabilitation Services
(HEW)
Society of Park and Recreation
Educators
South Carolina Department
of Parks
South Euclid-Lyndhurst Recreation
Commission (Cleveland, Ohio)
Southern 4-H Camp
Southern Illinois University
Southern Illinois Development
Corporation
Southern Illinois Regional
Planning Commission
Southern Illinois Parks and
Recreation Association
Springport, Indiana
Max Spriss
Springs » South Africa
Dorothy Spudlc
Arnold Sperling (Maryland)
Ronelle J. Spiegel (Kewanee)
Springer Lake (Oakley Reservoir)
Springfield
Involvement
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Park District Program Tour
CoEimjnity Ervironmental
EJucation
O::r.'!oor Education
Job Vacancy
Job Opportunity Bulletin
NTRS
BEH Project
Job Listings
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Job Services Information
Visitation and Comments on Camp,
Plcnaing and Programming, Analysis
of Program and Operation
BEH Project Curriculum Information,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Consultant
Consultant
Worlcshop and Information
Mesting
BEH Job Applicant
BEH Project - Instructional Resources
Park Standards
Therapeutic Recreation Information
NTRS Committee
Publication
Meeting and Report
Athens Park Planning, Day Camp
Program, Attitude/Interest Survey,
Federal Funding, Park District
Referendum, Information on Aging,
Local Government Affairs, State
Conference Planning, Sx>7immlng Pool
Study

- 74 -
Community or Agency
Springfield (Cont.)
Springfield Cooperative Extension
Springfield Park District
Springfield Recreation
Conmission
Jeff Staslsk (Arlington Heights)
State Bikeway Council
State of North Carolina, Office
of Recreation Resources
State Office of Recreation,
Virginia
Steger
Julian Stein (Washington, D.C.)
Sterling
Stockton
Stoningham, Illinois
Stites Park District
Southwestern Indiana Mental
Health Center
Southwest Minnesota State
College
Students for Environmental
Control
Sublette
Suburban Park and Recreation
Association
Suffolk Community College
(New York)
Involvement
Tourism Information, Illinois
Association of Park Districts
Liaison, Bi-centennial Information,
Park District Legislation, Park
District Code, Municipal Parks
and Recreation, Community
Education Legislations Model
Municipal Ordinance, Federal
Programs, Playground Planning
Therapeutic Recreation Workshop
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Extension Courses Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Information on Bikeways,
Review Committee Report
Job Listings
Job Listings
Swimming Pool Plans
BEH Consultants Meeting,
BEH Project - IRUC System,
BEH Video Tape
Bikeways, Fees and Charges
Study, lAPD Study
Swimming Pool Study
BEH Project Curriculum Information
Park District Management
Symposium Information
Bibliographic Information
Awareness Program, Environmental
Displays and Possibility of
Group Field Trips
Park District Referendum
OPiPR Presentatioii
Therapeutic Recreation Curriculum
Information
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Community or Agency
Dan Sullivan (Mansfield)
Sullivan
Sunnyvale, California
Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Director of
Environmental Education
State Natural History Survey,
Entomology Division (Pauch)
Jean Tague (California State U.)
Joan Taylor (Monmouth)
Norman Taylor (Geff)
Tazewell County Extension
Temple University
Ten Regional Directors
(Extension)
Willie Thurston (Carbondale)
Ann Rittenhouse Thompson
(Belleville)
Gary Thompson
Bemie Thorne (Pennsylvania)
3-M Company
Bob Toalson
Toledo
Thebes
Thornburn Environmental
Awareness Center
Thornburn School
Tlnley Park Mental Health Center
Tiskilwa
Tower Hill
Involvement
Ministers' Workshop
Golf Course rinnrJ.ng,
Recreation Workshop,
Rural Development
National Council Committee
Conmunity Environmental Programs
Insect Trapping - Busey Woods
BEH Consultants Meeting,
NTRS Conference, BEH Project
Curriculum
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Workshop
BEH Project Consultants Meeting
NTRS Past Presidents' Meeting
Therapeutic and Environmental
Workshops
Registration Information
Job Opportunities,
Town and Country Art Show
NTRS State Advisory Council
NTRS Committee
Vacation Camping Report
IPRS Minority Affairs Committee
Tennis Court Construction
Historical and Tourism
Earth Week Displays
Curriculum Development in
Environmental Education
BEH Field Practlcum Meeting
Park and Recreation Organization
Park Planning, Review of Park
Plan and Recommendations

- 76 -
Community or Agency
Trenton
Triton Community College
(River Grove > Illinois)
Tuscola
Tuscola Extension
Twin Cities Garden Club
Two Rivers
Ulster County Community College
(Kew York)
United Parents for Exceptional
Children
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Interior
U.S. Department of Interior
(Lake Hates Region)
U.S. Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Special Services
(Washington, D.C.)
U.S. Naval Station
(Roto, Spain)
Univeralty of Brussels
(Belgium)
University of Georgia
U. of I. Athletic Department
(Bob Blackman)
U. of I. Curriculum Lab
Involvement
Swimming Pool Study,
Tennis Court Information
BEH Project Development,
B^ Project - Form 20, Contract
Negotiations, Curriculum Committee,
National Consultants Meeting,
Curriculum Developnient , Job
Opportunity Bulletin, Environmental
Education
Formation of Recreation Committee,
Park Planning Information, Site
Plan and Recreation Program
Workshop
Talk on Champaign County Forest
Preserve District
Lake Proposal - Weinberg-King
State Park, Tourism Information
BEH Project Curriculum Information
Job Opportunity Bulletin
ORPR Brochure
Job Listings
Strip-mined Lands for Recreation
Central Illinois Reservoir Study,
Review of Environmental Statonent
Draft, Ideas on Trails on Levees,
Personnel Availability
Special Services Rer:ruitment
Swimming Fool Construction
Methodology
Teaching Innovations (Pezoldt)
Job Vacancy
1975 Midwest Symposium on
Therapeutic Recreation
Community Resource Meeting,
Experimental Education Program

- 77 -
Community or Agency
U. of I. Circle Campus
U. of I. Faculty Wives
U. of I. Press
U. of I. Student Involvement
University of Indiana
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
University of Maine
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Missouri
(Cooperative Extension)
University of New Hampshire
University of New Mexico
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
Medical Center
University of North Dakota
University of Northern Colorado
University of Notre Dame
(Ara Parsegian)
University of Northern Florida
Involvement
Master's Degree Extension Courses,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Field Work
Plan Sjraiposium Publication
Conmunity Interest
NRPA Survey Project
BEH Project, Iowa Parks and
Recreation Association, NTRS
Past-Presidents' Meeting, NTRS
Publications Committee, Survey
Inforaation
Recycling
NTRS Camping Committee
Curriculum Information,
Job Vacancy
NTRS Institute
Instruct Class on Bureau of
Education Project
Job Vacancy, National Therapeutic
Recreation Society
Job Vacancy, Outdoor Specialist
Job Description, Video Tape-BEH,
Job Placement, Revenue Sharing
Survey Information, Workshop
Invormation
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Manual for Lay Recreation Leaders,
SPRE Meeting
NTRS Board of Directors
Reorganization, Therapeutic
Recreation Curriculum Information
BEH Instructor Position
Job Listings
NTRS Institute
1975 Midwest Symposium on
Therapeutic Recreation
BEH Project Competencies, Therapeutic
Recreation Curriculum Information
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Comnunity or Agency
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Tennessee
University of Waterloo
(Ontario, Canada)
University of West Florida
University of Wisconsin
University High School
Urbana
Urbana Park District
Urbana Park District Earth Center
Urbana Park District
(Thornburn School)
Urbana Park District
(Leal School)
Urbana Park District
(Thomas Payne School)
Urbana Education II Program
Urbana Schools
Urbana High School
Urbana Teen Center
Urbana Armory
Upward Bound Program
Vermilion County
Involvement
BEH Project Curriculum Information
Student Assistance
Job Mart Information
BEH Project Curriculum Information
Island Recreation Development
Information on Types of Workshops,
Program Development Information,
Recreaf.lon Surveys, Job Vacancy,
Recreation Business Management
Publications
Photography and Natural History
Involvement
Fees and Charges of Private Camp-
grounds, Gifted Children Institute,
Teacher Institute, Art Presentation,
See Facilities and Discuss Organization
Community Seminar, C-U LATER,
Busey Woods, Fairground Project,
IPRS Committee Goals, Field Trip,
Land Use and Subdivision Controls
Organization
Exhibit Material
Art Display and Sale
Field Experience
Field Experience and Involvement
Community Education Resources,
Materials Loan
Danville Strip Mines, Earth Week
Display and Slides, Field Trip
to Allerton, Field Work
A-H Workshop
Community Involvement Display
Staff Training
Park Planning, lAFD Survey,
Private Recreation Development
CO.l
So-
3* .'. «• t?sD
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CommAnity or Agency
VenrJ.lion County Conservation
District
Vermilion County Rehabilitation
Center
Veterans Hospital (Kansas)
Villa Park
Village of Hinsdale
Mrs. Ron Vincent (Kevjanee)
Vineland, New Jersey
Virginia Commonwealth U.
Virginia County Extension
Virginia Easter Seal Society
(Roanoke, Virginia)
Virginia State Office of
Recreation
Vocational and Technical
Education Magazine
Wabash County
Wabash County Extension
Waco-McLennan Community
(W?-co, Texas)
Walnut
Warren County Extension
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.
Washington Park District
Water Resources Center
Waterman
Involvement
Pit Toilet Design, Clean-up
Campaign - Colliplon Area
BEH Project
BE!! Project Film Review
Program Publicity Brochures
Commissioners' Seminar, Park
District and Municipal Pros and
Cons
Publications
Taxing Powers of Park Districts
NTRS Corrections Taskforce
Town and Country Art Show
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Consultative Services
Publication
Development of 4-H Area and
Recreational Workshop, Plan
Review of 4-H Area
Discussion of Future Workshop
Potential, Recreation Workshop,
Information on Grants
Alternatives for Organization of
Recreation and Park Agency (Pezoldt)
Park and Recreation Planning,
Swimming Pool Feasibility
Town and Country Art Show
Plan NTRS Institute
NTRS Board of Directors,
BEH Grant, NRPA Congress
Recreation Extension Courses
Review and Discuss Research
Proposal
Organization of Parks and
Recreation
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Community or Agency
Waukegan
Waukegan Park District
Mike Wellerford (Greenville)
Wellington, Kansas
West Chicago Park District
West Frankfort
West Maywood Park District
Westbrook College
Western 4-H Camp
West Union
Western Illinois University
Western State Hospital
(Washington)
Wheaton
Wheeling Park District
White Eagle 4-H Camp
Ways and Means Committee
Shirley Whitchurch (Cooperative
Extension, Benton)
Wlj sman
Wild Life and Fisheries
Will County
Williamson County Extension
Wllmette
Involvement
Community Education Survey,
County Attitude/Interest
Survey
Program and Facility Review,
Pool Operation Procedures (Pezoldt)
,
Job Opportunity Bulletin,
Park District Visitation
Town and Country Art Show
Recreation Center Plans
Master's Degree Extension Courses,
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Referendum Campaign, Workshop,
Follow-up Correspondence for
October Visit
Community Seminar
BEH Curriculum Information
Proposal for Planning, Workshop,
Environmental Education Program,
Area Analysis
Park Planning
Environmental Education Conference,
lAPPHPER Conference, Job Vacancy,
Roving Leader Tape
NTRS Past-Presidents' Meeting
Roving Leader Program
Job Opportunity Bulletin
Area and Program Analysis
Southern Illinois Tourism and
Development Council
DuQuoln Fair Music Workshop
Natural History Programs
Environmental Education Conference
Illinois-Michigan Canal Project
Follow-up Correspondence for
October Visit
Model Municipal Ordinance,
Lake Michigan Shoreline Problems
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Community or Agency
Winnebago County Forest Preserve
District
Winnetka Park District
Winslow
Wisconsin Park and Recreation
Association
Wisconsin Recreation Resource
Center
Wood Dale Park District
Wood River
Woodridge
Woodstock
John Woodworth
Worth
W.B. Saundus Company
(Pennsylvania)
Wiley School
WCIA-TV
WILL-TV
WILL Radio
WILL Radio Programs
WLS Radio (Chicago)
YMCA
Yorkville
Joseph Zakin (Bennsenville)
Involvetnent
Area and Facility Analysis,
Park Planning, Shelter Plans
and Information, Playground Equipment
Air Structures, See Facilities
and Discuss Organization, Job
Opportunity Bulletin
Park and Recreation Plans,
Park District Management
Job Listings
Survey of Private Campgrounds
In Illinois
Attitude/Interest Survey,
Summer Jobs
Publications List
Advantages of Park Districts,
Management and Operations,
Linear Recreation Ways Information
Swimming Pool Study, Youth
and Senior Citizen Programs
Job Opportunity
Park District Referendum
Book Order
BEH Field Practicum Meeting
BEK Project Video Tape
BEH Project Video Tape
Plan Radio Interview
Improving Community Parks,
Town and Country Art Show,
Hiking and Backpacking,
Biking in the Midwest,
Camping for the Handicapped
Commissioners ' Seminar
Craft Exhibit
Therapeutic Recreation Directory
Information
Job Vacancies
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Comntunity or Agency
Zellor Zone Center
Ziegler
Zion Park District
Zlon
John Zuiker
Involvement
BEH Project Delphi Input,
BE:I Competency Identification,
Master's Degree Extension Courses
Follow-up Correspondence for
October Visit, Workshop
Job Opportunity Bulletin
IPRS Legislative Committee
Job Opportunity Bulletin
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STUDENT AND PERSONNEL ASSISTANCE
Espeseth, R. D. Dick Quigley - General information
for graduate school
Jon Jenson - General information for
graduate school
Assisted five students with information
in various areas
:
Roger Martin - Discussion of Project
on Reservoirs
Dorthea Stephen - Discussion of
questionnaire
Allan McNeal - Discussion of Project
Ron Vine - Graduate Assistant - Fees
& Charges & Campground Studies
Roger Guthrie - Graduate Assistant -
Central Illinois Reservoir Aware-
ness Study
Fred Landfeld - Employment Opportunities
and Sources
John Cobb - Job Opportunities
Greg Pierceall - Landscape Architecture
Gene Merdian - Job Opportunities
Ron Vine - Advice to student
Roger Guthrie - Advice to student
Steve Lutz - Advice to student
R9n Vine - Graduate Assistant - Fees
and Charges, and Fairground Studies
Roger Guthrie - Graduate Assistant-
Central Illinois Reservoir Awareness
Study
Five students assisted with materials
for projects
Scholarship Recommendation
Guest Lectures: Recreation 100 - County
Responsibilities in Recreation and
Parks: Recreation 130; Recreation 310 -
Three lectures - Role of State and
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Espeseth, R. 7). (cont'd)
Huake, R. P.
County Park and Recreation Agencies,
Information on Legislation and
Funding, and Budget Review; Recrea-
tion 321 - Reorganization of the class
and class outline, discussion witli
students and staff on course revision;
Recreation 490 - one lecture.
Bert Gray - 9R?R Visitation Discussion
Steve Lutz - Park District Pveferenda
Lecciora Hoover - Latter of Reference
Rich Sokolowski - Letter of Reference
Tom Voigh - C-U LATER Program
Byron Lindmore and Jia Pound - Ilaster
Planning (Honors Class)
Rich Schroth - Graduate Assistant -
Swim Pool Study and Planning Kit
Bill Sndth - Letter of Reference for
employment
LuAnn Walker - Letter of Reference for
Graduate School
Paul Metzler - Residence Hall Special
Event
Claudia Washburn - Graduate Student -
Recreation Planning in Villa Grove
Chuck Cumby - Urban Planning in Cerro
Gordo - Two Conferences
Glenna Tliarp - Two "^o-ferences about
Mahomet Recreation Survey
Barbara Storm - Drbana Attitude/
Interest Survey
Linda Hartwig - ISU - Internship in
Peoria
Martha Rowe - Letter of Reference
Melinda Smith - Lighted School Project
Two conferences

Humke, R, J, (ccTit'd)
Kelley, J. D.
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Richard Partak - Masters Planning
Kathy Adams - Masters Planning
Rick Meyner - Peoria Park District
Susie Mitzkat - IPRS Organization
Grant Cu.-hman - Cotmnt'nity Survey
Grant Stevie and Dave Gilchrist -
Governor State University students
Glenna Tharp - Mahomet Attitude/
Interest Survey
Bruce Lester - Graduate Student
Appliceiit
Ron Vine - Revenue Sharing Study
Rich Schroth - Graduate Assistant -
Approxinately ten conferences
Students on OFPR Trips: Bert Gray,
Greeg Randolph, Bill Smith, and
Chris Finlay
Approximately 110 individual conferences
with students involved in Recreation
215
Guest Lecture for Recreation 280 -
Professional Organizations
Recreation 310 - Evaluated Student
Budget Presentations
Five students assisted with class
projects
Ten students assisted with job placement
Four conferences with Ann McCall con-
cerning Recreation 493 Project
John Lewko - Finals Orals & Doctoral
Committee
Guest Lectures: Two lectures for
Recreation 130: one lecture for
Recreation 280; nine lectures for
Recreation 330; one for Recreation
401 and two for Recreation 490.
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Kief, A. L. A total of 23 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. (August, 1973)
A total of 16 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes
.
The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin w?,s mailed to 150 students and
professionals. Additionally, 550
Job Opportunity Bulletins were sent
to agencies x:;ithin the state. (Sep-
tember, 1973)
A total of 15 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was railed to 150 students and
professionals. Additionally, 550
Job Opportunity Bulletins were sent
to agencies within the state. (Octo-
ber, 1973)
Recreation 130 - Guest Lecturer
Dean Pulliam - Recreation 490 Seminar
A total of 15 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was mailed to 150 students and
professionals. Additionally, 550
Job Opportunity Bulletins were sent
to agencies within the state.
Recreation 130 - Guest Lecturer
RecreaMcn 490 - Guest Lecturer
A total of 11 students and professionals
were assisted v;ith job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin v;as mailed to 150 students and
professionals. Additionally, 550
Job Opportunity Bulletins were sent
to agencies within the state. (Decem-
ber, 10 73)
Advised IRPA Division of Communication
A total of 26 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulletin
was made available to 150 .students and
professionals. Additionally, 550
Job Opportunity Bulletins were sent
to agencies within the state. (Jan-
uary, 1974)
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Kief, A. L. (cont'd) Recreation 200 - Guest Lecturer
Advised IR?A Division of Communication
A tot?.l of 22 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was made available to 100 students
and professionals. In addition, 550
Bulletins were mailed to agencies
withiri the state. (February, 197A)
A total of 20 students and professionals
were assisted ^^rith job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was made available to 100 students
and professionals. In addition, 500
Bulletins were mailed to agencies
within the state. (March, 1974)
Advised Tr?A Division of Communication
A total of 30 students and professionals
were assisted v.lth job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was made available to 100 students
and professionals. In addition, 500
Bulletins were sent to agencies with-
in the stats. (April, 1974)
Fecreation 215 - Guest Lecturer on mobile
recreation
Advised IRPA Division of Communication
A total of 15 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was made available to 100 students
and professionals. In
-ddition, 500
Bulletins were mailed to agencies
within the state. (May, 1974)
Robb, G. M.
A total of 9 students and professionals
were assisted with job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin was made available to 100 students
and professionals. In addition, 500
Bulletins were mailed to agencies
within the state. (June, 1974)
Guest Lectures: Recreation 490 -
"Professional Issues: Licensing vs.
Registration—Professional Code of
Ethics"; Recreation 104 - 3 lectures
on "Community College Curriculum in
Therapeutic Recreation"; Recreation

Robb, G. M. (cont'd)
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130 - two lectures; Recreation 330 -
one lecture
Assisted three students with advice and
materials
Meroney, E. B. Susie and Katrina Ilatzkat - Job place-
ment and resumes
Monk, D.
Steve Lutz - Job placement and resume
Richard Ifeinen - Job placement and
resume
A total of 19 students and professionals
were assisted v/ith job placement and
resumes. The Job Opportunity Bulle-
tin vs."^: mailed to 189 students and
professionals. In addition, 630
Bulletins were sent to agencies
within the state.
Guest Lectures: Recreation 100 - two
lectures; Recreation 215 - three
lectures; Recreation 241 - Budget
Review; Recreation 310 - four lec-
tures; Recreation 490 - two lectures
Myreen Levenson - Advising on Indepen-
dent Studies Program
Bamon and Smith (students) - Slide Loans
Roland Homes - Independent Studies Pro-
gram - Environmental Studies and asso-
ciated involvement
Students for Environmental Controls -
Display Facility
Work Study Program - Student work-
study involvement
Independent Study Program - 3 students
Teaching - NCR 100 - Reading the Land-
scape - Parkland College
Independent requests for assistance from
students: Brown, Dowdy, Evans, Farber,
Gorenstein, Gru, Harshbarger, Jones,
Kief, Levenshon, Nlley, Parde, Weaton,
and Weber
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Monk, D. (cont'd) Advised or assisted twenty students with
materials ad and services
Advised 30 independent engineers on
community oriented matters
Advised 25 students on various acti-
vities
Reed Bateman - Advising on field work
Independent Students - Madden, Lenon-
schein, Sudalnik, Bateman, Cuda,
Kuenstler, Berger, Hartstem
20 independent study students including
major supervision of Parkland and the
U. of I. special problem students.
Environmental education and geography.
Cross reference involvement with at
least 50 students and members of the
public.
Outdoor Education - Mallnshry and Derrig
Outdoor Education and summer involve-
ment - Frabrizlo
Independent Study - Brown, Niel and Ejon
Pond Research Equipment - Jones
Advising on field work - Robert Sudal-
nick and Gail Menichetti
Advised and assisted 30 students with
environmental related Information
Recreation 182 - Six students
Recreation 250 - One student
Landscape Architecture 230 - Guest
Lecturer - Outdoor Education Facility
Planning - two lectures and one lab
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PEOPLE, COMPANIES, AND AGENCIES RECEIVING ORPR PUBLICATIONS
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Kenneth B. Albright
Extension Specialist
Kansas State University
A.B. MiUer
Wakefield, Kansas
G. K. Dagans
Recreation & Parks
Galveston, Texas
Bernard Mead
Recreation & Parks
California State University
Sacramento, California
David L. Erickson
Department of Conservation
Mark Herriott
Chamber of Commerce
Lincoln, Illinois
Maggie Grouse
Louisville, Illinois
Karen Sprague
Peace Corps
William Rose & Associates
Landscape Architects
Terge Woid
University of British Colunfcia
Michael Legg
Stephen F. Austin University
Indiana State University
Department of Recreation
U.S. Departnent of Interior
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Parks & Recreation Department
Ferguson, Missouri
Jeffrey Seidensteln
Bloomington, Indiana
Mrs. Paul A. Wingler
Areola, Illinois
Extension Specialist
Kansas State University
Michael Kroft
Lincoln, Nebraska
LeRoy Grubel
Carlock, Illinois
Sacramento State College
Sacramento, California
Dr. Bob Watts
Acadia University
Nova Scotia
Skokie Public Library
Skokie, Illinois
Geneva Park District
Geneva, Illinois
Monmouth College Library
Monmouth, Illinois
Midwest Regional Turf Foundation
Lafayette, Indiana
Frank Brewer
Cooperative Extension
Paris, Illinois
Jane Frounfelker
Stephen F. Austin University
Loren
.
Curry
Everett County Extension
Washington
Villa Park Park District
Villa Park, Illinois
John R. Snell, Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana
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Nancy Vanderbllt
Division of Parks
Department of Conservation
Dave Austin
Recreation Department
Northern Texas State University
Penny Devlin
dofftnan Estates, Illinois
Cook Memorial Library
Libertyville, Illinois
Mrs. Larry Welhort
We St field, Illinois
Ms. Ann Gysin
Bradley University
Peoria, Illinois
Mrs. John Deiters
Beckemeyer, Illinois
Patricia Fahy
Bradley University
Peoria, Illinois
Mrs. Dorothy Seelye
Pekin, Illinois
Rock Island Public Library
Rock Island, Illinois
A. B. Urban
Tallmadge, Ohio
Ray T. Nicholas
Extension Adviser
Grayslake, Illinois
Mrs. Paul Sullivan
Independence, Missouri
Douglas McEwen
School of Natural Resources'
University of Michigan
Gerald Pagac
Department of Natural Resources
State of Indiana
L. M. Grubel
Carlock, Illinois
Eastern Illinois University
Recreation & Municipal Park Admin.
Robert Brown
Cooperative Extension
Alfred J. Gronfagna
State University of New York
Brockport, New York
Dale Hewitt
Cooperative Extension
Teri Williams
Forest Park Nature Center
Decatur Public Library
Decatur, Illinois
Richard Smith
McHenry, Illinois
Sister Mary Hotze
Oregon State University
Greg Tichacer
Department of Conservation
Illinois State Library
Illinois Document Unit
Springfield, Illinois
Mrs. Lawrence Schumacher
State University of New York
Brockport, New York
J. G. Bell
Ministry of Natural Resources
Kemptville, Ontario
Mrs. Clarence Schumacher
Trenton, Illinois
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
Booth Library
Eastern Illinois University
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Mrs. Jerry Hoghstatler
Stuffleld, Illinois
Mrs. Arthur Zinn
Breese, Illinois
Peoria Public Library
Peoria, Illinois
Helen Gordon
Genesee Mental Health Center
Rochester, New York
Champaign County Extension Adviser
Champaign, Illinois
Richard L. Smith
McHenry, Illinois
Lori Robbins
Oakland, California
Pierre-0. Courtemanche
Centre d' Etudes du Tourisme
Montreal, Quebec
Ronald D. Wilson & Associates
Richmond, Virginia
Eric Levine
San Jose State University
San Jose, California
Sean T. Bailey
Wilmette, Illinois
Robert Reed
East Orange, New Jersey
St. Ambrose College
Department of Physical Education
Physical Education Library
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois
E. B. Wiken
Department of Agriculture
Canada
John I. Goodrich
DeKalb County Extension Adviser
DeKalb, Illinois
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